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IMPLICATIONS OF THIS REPORT ".

wtTaIn finishing this review of t is known about the effects of,

cross-cultural broadcasting, we can now indicate main impressions'
.

both about what is known and about what is unknown.;

The most striking impression is the.fact that sq little research

exists. Cur review touched studies and discussions Of many kinds, all with

some relation to the central question, "What are'the effects of cross-

, cultural broadcasting?" Much of what we found is based on fear or undue

optimism. The lack-of studies firmly rooted in data: this is the over-

riding fact about this inquiry.

While the idageof cross-cultural broadcasting may be one of

"cultural" interchange, the reality is that of the marketplace. Commercial

values are the rule; non - commercial' broadcasting is not a major competitor
.

to commercial programming. Programs intended for any type of social im-

provement are rare. If they exist at all,'they can be found on radio

much more than on television or in fills. General entertainment program-

ming has a definite social value, but most observers would hope for pro-

gramming more explicitly, geared to the social needs'of their diverse

audiences. Furthermore, imported entertainment programs produced for

foreign audiences penetrate the host culture in ways that are nat underi

stood. Lack of understanding generates uneasiness and fear.

What we say about satellite technology applies to/ 11 the cross-

cultural media:

We must not speak of men (or nations) free from satellite
technology, but of men (or nations) free in relation to
it. This requires reality assessment and soIutioni.

r



Critics have lingered in, lamentations and, in some
cases, very good.theorptical speculations. %Optimists
have overlobked reality constraints and fereee
marvels of technological dreams. Meanwhile, tech-
nical communications developments in the satellite
realm and adjoining technologies advance, ,in gigantic
steps, with their own logic.

.
%

A definite question mark surrounds the recommendation for "reality assess-

.

ment and solutions." Is the research problem growing bigger than the

research tools? Do technologies like direct broadcast satellites or mass

media within any complex social setting exhaust earlier methodologies, or

must totally new research designs be created? Can we build on past designs,

only now build bigger and better? Or do we need to make breakthroughs in

research methods before we can get a handle on "the effects of cross=

cultural broadcasting"?

We do recommend more research, because we need more information.

But we also want to raise the possibility that old techniques may not pro-

vide that needed information. If up until novino thorough research has

shed light on cross-cultural broadcasting effects, this may stem from

several causes. One of them may be that the tools are inadequate. Research

may have to begin one step back from the cross-cultural broadcasting question,

to be sure the methods are adequate to the task.

Our report explores four possible types of effects: cultural,

linguistic, psychological, and political. While broadcasts may have all

these kinds of effects, as well'as others, the difficulty of understanding

all these effects calls for breaking them doWn into manageable units.

Reconstructing these analyzed parts into a comprehensible whole is another

challenge facing anyone interested in grasping the reality of cross- cultural

broadcasting.

G



' We note the difficulties in beginning research about the lin-

guistic-effects of cross-cultural broadcasting. Language puts some con-

straints on broadcaStersut once the language choice is made broadcasting

, .
. has a definite influence of its own on that language. Linguistic homo-

genization, the extinction of sane languages, the creation of lin,

francae, deliberate language planning -- these are-all phenOmen

lend themselves to research.

t may

The stumbling block so far has been the lack of baseline data

on language use in brbadcasting.. It is necessary to know the language

practices'of the audience and of the broadcasters, because language poll-..

d.es and broadcasting policies interact. People do gravitate toward pro-'

gramming in their own language. What effects occur when thoOprograms

are unavailable, when other languages fill up all the available broadcasting

channels?

Data available.so far indicate that the relative power of the

parties involved in any communication effects the.selflierception of"the
2

audience. Lack of audience involvement whether"due to inappropriate

language or cultural models creates a situation of inequality; to th4'

detriment of the weaker party. Because of the grand scale of cross cultural

broadcasting, pilot studies must be done verytarefully toinsure that re-

sults can beLprojectPd_into the full-scale reality. Simulation designs

may be Useful in understanding the dynamics of cross-cultural broadcasting,

particularly in the area of individual and group psychology.

The political arena is an area unto itself. A great debate is

swirling around the issue of international broadcasting. Most nations

demand control over the broadcast material that enters from other countries.

iii
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They insist that foreign influences must be limited if their own national

sovereighty and,integrity be insured. Usually these nations are those

that have limited,naiional. production facilities, and are possibly candi-

dates to become massive media importers. They fear this, for various

, .

political.reasons that add up to a desire to control their ovinairwalies.
. i

.

5
. .

Because the technology invollied in the production a4trans-
.

1

mission of internationafbroadcast g is so costly, few nations have their
I

own'sYstems. These nations have emendous influence because of eir

communications'resources. Unless terms can be Worked out that do not

'subjugate'the poorer countries, in heir use of the new communication medial

resentments may grow ana opportunities for better international relations

will be missed. 'The concentration of wealth and the proliferation of ,

poverty in oyr world is a basic fact. If it is allowed to lead to verti-

cal communication, patterns betWeen the powerful and the poor, an oppor-

tunity for creating widespread awareness of personal worth will also have

been missed.

The current traffic patterns in international communications

show-that the less developed countries are the major importers of program-

ming. Should these patterns simply be. transferred to satellites, more of

the world's population would be subjected to the programming produced and

distributed by relatively small groups of commercial interests located in

the United States and Western Europe.

Mechanisms need to be devised and tested that allow the smaller

countries and those with relatively young broadcasting systems to upgrade

their production capabilities either on their own or in consortia with

I.'other nations. A primary goal should be to Emp ove local production

A iv
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capability and service within a particular nation; but ou;iof this approach

. should also evolve means for enhancing the distribution of prograTs on ,

.

.regional or worldwide bases.

C The more autonomy that can be given to more nations the better.,

Such a process will tap into persons and perspectives that are now excluded

from participating in the national or international ,ommunication process.

Just as the new technologies represent quantum jumps in terms of scope

and size and speed, equally startling innovations are, needed to inject

localness,into the communication process and to scale down the media from

mass systems to people-sized and small-community-sized media. Local systems

could' plug into regional, national, and international systems, W have a

great deal to learn about creating
an interconnected iystem like this; for

this reason, we should benefit by involving as-many persons as possible in

thinking about it -- particularly persons from thelocal areas.that have

been uninvolved up until now.

.
We have found that many authors are concerned about the patterns,

of international communication that do exist, and have acknowledged-the

lack of substantive research into the questions that these patterns evoke.

What wy can principally infer is that the answers to these questions are

not needed by any group with the resources to pursue them. There is evi-

dence, though, that other groups -- groups that do not have the resources

to sponsor the research -- do feel that documentation of 'cross-cultural

broadcasting effects would be'important and would reveal negative effects

precisely on those groups with less resources.

. Research needs a patron. That patron mny be motivated by coMmer-

cial interests or political interests or social interests -- whatever needs

V
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that added information might fill. In.this area of cross-cultural broad-
..

castingrs effects, there has been a very limited research interest up to

now. We can conclude that no potential patron, has had enough need or con

cern'to explore this area.

This, perhaps, is the principle implication of the report: the

need for more information about cross-cultural broidcasting's effects is

a need that is just,. beginning to be recognized. As the topic gets mop

definition; hopefully research designs will be devised and resources to

back up those designs will be made available. Not until our knowledge is

increased can we hope for action to share information in ways that build

up all peoples.

4
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:INTRODUCTION

At the invitation of UNESCO's Division of Communication

Research and Policies, the Institute for Communication Researchbat

Stanford undertook the broad commission to "collect, and synthesize existing

experience on cross-cultural
broadcatting throughout the world." With such

a large mandate, the Institute team cast:its nets widely. We did not re-

view ill information everywhere about cross-cultural broadcasting. But we
ti

did correspond with downs of persons in positions to provide information;

pidked-the,h6riins of the many Communications people such as Kaarle
a

Nordenstrengand,Olaf Hulten who visited Stanford this year; we reviewed

the available literature;'we talked with colleagues within the university.

"Cross-cultural broadcasting" was defined rather broadly, to mean

any broadcasting situation where one cultural:el-4 produces the program-

ming and another cultural group receives it. The setting could be.intra-

national as well as international. Our basic question: .What empirical

findings exist about the effects of such a broadcasting situation-- cultural,

linguistic, psychological, or political effects?

These four kinds of effects proveg to be handy categories. In

the Swirl of literlture that we encountered, these categories provided a

backdrop against which our thbughts could cluster.. Thieads of arguments

could be picked up, and followed. These four categories were useful for

us; we do not assume that they will be the only categories others can

imagine.



Exploring this topic, we start with two different and differing

feelings. One is that the whole question i§ quite simple, and essentially

political: some nations are strong and others are weak, and this generates

fear,(in many quarters), that the strong will exploit the weak. It has

happened before in many ways; why should broadcasting not be used,as,,a

mechanism of control? The radical critics, who state this view compellingly

indeed, have history on their side. Truth can be uncomplicated. The

Or straightforwardness of this feeling is one of its best arguments.

The other'feeling is far from straightforward. It is a feeling

of untamed chaos, dealing with a dizzying complexity of nations, languages'

histories, research methods, opinions, insights, experiences, needs, hopes,

and fears. Where does the simple truth lie amid all that?, we ask,ourSelves.

The.worl&resists facile definition, and when we speak of'cross-alltiirali

broadcasting as we have defined it, we are speaking about the tangle of

communication efforts that somehow knits the world's people together, at

least to the degree we have known so far. We feel we are in a jumbled

jungle, canopied by tall trees,baffled by unresisting undergrowth whose

roots we cannot find lost, and likely to remain sO.

Both feelings have something in common: they lack concrete

information, and have built-in resistance to new argument. Strong opinions

are not easily.put aside. 'When'one is confident that he has the truth, the

-.tentativeness of research seems superfluous at best, silly, to be more

candid. The simplicity of the first-feeling tends to generate dogMatism.

The uneasiness of uncertainty and ambiguity makes dogmatism an attractive,

safe harbor.

12
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The f6ling of complete disorientation tends to discourage any
_ -

hope of finding paths or-of discovering unities amid the "buzzing, bloaming

confusion." Such Complexity makes strategy -making disheartening.' It

demands'creativity and a relentless energy 'that is uhcciimon.

So, on the one hand we start wth a sense that no new informa-
4.

-.-
tion is needed-because of thesimplici yof the matter; while on the other

" we have the sense that no new information.is possible because-Of the cam-

plexityof the matter. ,v

I.

ti

Brand large, we found that, in fact, there is little information
4 .

that Vears"directly"on-the'question that stimulated this project: What

empirical findings exist about the effects of a cross-cultural broadcasting

situation? Very few studies confront this question head-on. We present

what we have found, in four sections that correspond toour analytic cate-

gories. Duch of the literature reported,here lacksia firm data base.

Readers can identify authors who tend toward dogmatism arid authors who are

bewildered by the complexity of their perspective.
. .

We feel this presentation reflects the situation surrounding

What we know about cross-cultural broadcasting effects. We.loOk forward

to the input of readers,on what we have written here we would welcome

their input. This report is intended both as a source of information ana
.

. ,

as a call for new data. All the answers are by no means. available here about

cross-cultural broadcasting-- far from it,, But we do not feel that it is

impassible to understand more about this admittedly unclear phenomenon.

UNESCO has acknowledged a need fir more information by commissioning this

` effort. We feel this report documents that need.

13
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CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: CULTURAL EFFECTS

THE PROBLEM OF CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING;. WHAT IS AT STAKE

Only recently are new directions for the.assessment of broadcast
.. ,

message developing. Any discussion of their bibader and long-range cult_
,

. .

'tural effects lacks hartdata to suppopt it. These realities provide the

. ,. backdrop o this first section. Great importance has.been given to th

media's po ential. The ever-expanding commercial broadcasters seem

have far mo e confidence in this'potential than availabl4 scientifi re-

search might suggest. While UNESCO and other concerned organizat is

debate over th principles, hazards, and benefits of cross-cultu 1 broad-
.

casting, comer ial cross-cultural broaddasting has already tak, over

the field. In f ct, official national foreign broadcasts, eve powerful

ones such as the V'7ice of America (VOA) or Radio Moscow, now provide only

inputsnputs in the floe.

If within nations aid cultures the nature and of ects of mass

communications are not wholly understood yet, the field o cross-cultural

broadcasting suffers from an'increditie lack of-research The effects of

mass coMmunicationewithin a given cu/ture are quite c plex. gut whenra

message,is encoded. in one context and decoded in 'a ye different one,

problems are7far,more complex. Possibilities of mis derstanding and un-

expected reactions are increased (Smith, A., 1966).

even broader: it is concerned more with the effec

tive an& homogeneous messages bring upon foreign

a

A
: 4
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.the particular reinterpretations of the messages in different settings.

Basically, then, a hidden agenda governs the present discussisim:
_ .

the assupotion that powerful messages are being broadcast that are capable

of seriously affecting what we term "vulnerable" ,cultures.

To what extent this assumption holds, this is the,question. UP

to now, available research has focused more on a descriptiOn of efforts

(system capabilities, ranges'of broadcasts, types of audiences reached,

and the like) than an the effects. f those broadcasts. When research has

looked at effect's, only short-term or limited effects (non-generalizable)

have been probed. Given the importance of the problem and the lack of

data, it is.not strange-that wishful or dreadful thinking h'as flourished..

The ecstasies and horrors of the global village have been considerably

portrayed, but never thoroughly documented.

In this section, we want to mention recent research trends and

trace what is known about Cross-cultural
broadcasting via radio, television,

satellites, and film..

TRENDS DN. CROSS- CULTURAL BROADCASTING RESEARCH

Bruce and Chitra Smith in an extensive review of'the 1945-1955

literature on international communication
trace the genei'.61 trends that

research followed in ;that decade, concludingtthat "no very adequate

general theoretical model of the international communication process has

yet been'developed," They point out why substantial research was neglected..
4

Most effort and money in the "free world" went to "stop communism" within

the Cold War ,climate.; research
was passive, mainly reactive to political

currents. Excluding UNESCO's efforts, clients or sponsors were mostly

national governments, foundations, or business firms.
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Fran the Smiths', review, the dependency of.tesearch anyrecise

societal needs stands out. The unequal distribution of wealth and power,

both within and between nations, is clearly displayed in what is known and

what is not. An overstatement, perhapsAut far from baseless.,

In 1969, UNESCO held a meetiog on the "need for research" in

mass communications. An incisive report by James Hallopn.(1972) dealt

with the State of the field at that time. Halloran's basic complaint can

be summarized simply: Are we asking the right questionS?

We should-be aware o the shoytcomings and inadequacies
of piecemeal studies and the dangers of overconcentration
on isolated elements of what should.be considered as-a
social process in which'communicator and recipient are
parts of.the larger social system.

Translate this into the cross cultural domain and'we have, an

overview of the present situation, aggravated by the fact that even piece-

meal studies in this area are bard to find, and-these that do exist are

of limited generalizability.

TOday; Halloran's report still holds. In the interim, techno-

logical progress io communiCations has.increased the gap between research

and the actual practice of cross-cultural broadcating. It is only through

preventive policy actions that cross-cultural broadcasting hasfnot expanded

further (e.g., free flow debates). However, decisions for expansion are

continually being urged.

Recently, Schiller (1974a) has taken a very strong position re-

garding research in his country:

Communication research in the United States has been
and remains.firmly under the influence of,the major
power-wielders in the country. .The big corporations,

16
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their allies ins advertising and public relations end
opinion polls; and More recently the Governmen
bureaucracy (overall protector of the imperial system).
are the sponsors and clients for a good part of the
communications research 'community .... The American
corporate' enterprises stimulate and promote the re-
search it requires for its maintenance and expansion.

All in all, a clearer picture of cross.. - cultural broadcasting

is emerging that challenges sane. basic assumptions of prOious research.

The EastLWest Conference On World CoffnuniCations (1973), for instance,
a,

reflects new ethical concerns when it speaks of "the target that talks".

(Palmore, speaking of audiences), "a crosscultural communication does

not take place when there isn't dialogue and two -way communication"
-4%

(Bystroi), and a "fair and equitable communication policy" (Lerner). .This

reappraisal reveals that,to,some extent, the 'recipients' points Of view

are gaining legitimacy in the senders' strategy.

WHAT WE KNOW IN CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: RAF

Masani (1971) states,that of over 40 Asian countries with radio

service, as many as 25 broadcast on short wave. Obviously; it is not only

highly developed countries that place so high value on foreign broad-

- casts, even at the cost of impairing their own national broadcasts. For

instance, All India Radio covers only 601 of.its territory on medium wave

and less,than 75% of the population, yet it has an external service of

Over 46 hours/day in 21 languages. If we add that the Indian broadcasts

for its people have to be done in 16 main languages, 51 dialects, and 87

tribal dialects,.a. striking picture emerges of-lhe-importance foreign

broadcasts are assumed to have. "Assumed'," becaUse,'as Masani argues

(while recognizing there has been little evaluation of.the impact), inter:

'17
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national broadcasts fail to make their desired' impact. Awasthy also points

out what we believe is the crux of the matter:

With the huge development of btoadcast, there is no
possibility of foreign broadcast ever directly in-
fluencing the minds of people (fed by the local point
of view) ... but by being a source of information to'
minority groups, it can have a bearing on public
opinion in the ldng run. (Pp. 138 ff.)

A further problem, of'course, is the question Masani asks: Even

if all linguistic and cultural problems are overcome, Which group should

be addressed? The answer lies in thepoliticA arena.e

An excellent book by Sydney Head,(1974a) presents a comprehensive

view bf the African situation. In 1972, some 40 non African countries and

19 within Africa were pumping out radio propaganda in the continent, not

to mention religious stations and the UN radio. As the African colonies

won independence, rival. European and Asian powers, had begun to compete for

markets, ideological converts, and third-world leaders. At the same time,

the operation of an external service by the new nations became a status

symbol. Browne-(in Hed, 1974) adds that, after World War II, most inter-

national broadcasts returned to their function of the19SO's: transmitting

the colonial powers' programs to countrymen overseas. In the late 1950's,

with Independence, a new era began. By 1972, the air waves were a major

battlefield for international broadcasting. Browne analyzes sane of the

. -data that exist: the 1970. study by Research Broadcast Ltdy (RBL) (in Kenya,

Tanzania, Uganda, and Ghana), and the United, States Infdrmation.Agency (USIA)

studies of 1964 Westc,Africa) and 1966 (East Africa). It is difficult to'

s know how many people listen,-and more difficult to isolate effects. However,

some fact eMbrge^contistently: it is the better edUcated who listen most,

4
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domestic service is likely to be more listened to, and the British Broad-

casting Corporation (BBC,) has the greatest audience and credibility. -

Don Smith ('1 71) holds that'Codding's 1959 assertipn is still.

true: "a major unknown element in International broadcast is the listen-

ing audience. If this is the case, and available data cannot deny it, what

can we expect to understand about those more crucial unknowns, broadcasting's

effects?

The available audience data are indeed sketch , and cane be briefly

described. The USIA-1964)survey in West Africa found 20% of the sample

listening regularly to the 'BBC, and 25% in East Africain,1966. RBL found

.that 45% listen "often" to the BBC. As for credibility; the USIA-1966
t

survey gives the BBC 69%, YOA 39%, Cairo Radio 38%, Radio Moscow 233, and

21% to Radio Peking.

Of the western services, among those 20 plus that claim partici-
,

pation, Browne finds only six or seven tolpe significant, in hours broad-
.

.

cast. Five use African languages., The BBC has more specialized programs

for Africa than for any other area. Browne makes some general recommenda-

tions for cross-cultural broadcasting: firm and long-established policies,

a low-key approach, thorough and objective emphasis on African needs, and

programs relevant to African tastes and needs. Whether these suggestions'

are an antidote to the potential harms others claim cross-cultural broad-

casting may cause, the data are not available.

Voice of America started broadcasting for Africa in 1959, and

the continent became a priority area during the Kennedy years. VOA pro-

vides a "candid an& informal coverage," with one -third of English program-

.ming for an audience not exclusively African. The USIA surveys give VOA

'8-20% "frequent" listening and 35-45% credibility.

.1)
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Also mentioned by Browne are Deutsche-Walla and L'Office de

Radiodiffusion Television Francaise (ORTF),.the latter making good use of
. .

local.rddio agreements.

The other data describe programmihg hours. According to Browne,

ten socialist countries broadcast 458 hours/week in 21 languages other thdh

tieir own. His opinion is that the programs are not tailored specifically

for African auflienCes. Radio Moscow In 1972 broadcast 157 hours/week to

sub - Sahara Africa an 20 hours/week to North Africa. Radio Peking in1970

had 100 hours/week. These woulehavea small-share of the audience.
4

Within the African continent, Radio Ghana broadcast mostly to

its neighbor states 100 hourstrek. 'Radio Tanzania broadcast in English

and Swahili,` and up to 13 language for national liberation movements.

Forty percent of the Kenya-Uganda sample listened "daily or several days

a week" to it.. Radio South Africa stresses Bantu and has an advantageous

reach wosition. Radio Cairo emphasizes the vernacular and, while it has a

small audience, it has a good credibility.

Magoma (1974) describes UN Radio for African audiences: it is

interested in being inforMativa, not exhortative. In 1972, 43 African

nations regularly used UN material in eight languages. c:

Religious broadcasting should be noted too. Robertson's study

(1974) describes a Swiss-based organization with 30 African nation-members

(Association Catholique International pour Radio Diffusion et Television)

as well as the ecumenical World-ASsociation for Christian Communication.

Some other church-related broadcasts in Africa have declined since Indepen-

dence. Finally, outside Africa, Transworld Radio reaches part of Africa.

Vatican Radio is also mentioned. This,was the first truly international

radio, but now is in decline (Onder, 1971).
1

20'
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ere is'some audience research, but too little material available

to analy igious broadcasts.

Given what has been described, what might we assume about effects?

Unfortunately, available data do not provide an adequate answer. Browne

believes that only 15% of the audience (coinciding with the nation's elite)

is suscepitible to change. They represent an active group of listeners.

But we stall have no evidence for generalizing from these "information-

seekers"!to less active or less sophisticated audiences. And of these

"active"listeners we do not even know how.much they are "victims" of

influenc= and how much they'aren control of the situation.

Two studies by Don Smith provide some insight into this hazy

picture. In one of them (1971), he presents recefit data for internatitnal

breadc ing listening by university,stydents in the year 1963-64. his

sample 'cludes students in Turkey, Iran, Malaysia, Venezuela, Mexico,

and Pe . Also, African students in France, Germany, and Great Britain

are in luded.

'Smith concludes that there is a sizable student audience in

these countries. It is"- similar in relative size and frequency: 40% of

the students listen to foreign broadcasts with some regularity. There

is a consistency of stations listened to, stations that openly state
o

their links to 'national governments. In sum, we are confronted with

audiences deliberately seeking exposure, and with true cases of informa-

tion-seekeTsThesejsamples refer to a specific minority universe, but

one certainly linked to their native elites (and/or counterelites): -they

are -- or willbe influentials. Smith's data also show another surprising
a

pattern: an overall high media consumption. 'It seems that local sources

are literally exhausted. Once again, however, we cannot go beyond these

ti

/
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data to broader audience assessments.'

Smith's other study (1970) has experimental and control groups.

Here the subjects are American university students, and the data refer to

th effects of Radio MOSCOW'S North American broadcasts. Results fit into

a hypothesis from social psychology. The broadcasts seem to have had an

effect because conditions in American society had led' the audiences:to

hold unrealistiC, negative images that, upon actual exposure, were clearly

refuted for many of 'the listeners.

From this successful experiment, Smith derives two generalizable

implications:

1. National groups that expect biased political
persuasion from a source in another nation and
get (or perceive) the communication in that
way tend to respond negatively, but those who
do not get (or perceive) the communication in
that way thnd to'respond positively.

2. Because people.expected overt political persua-
sion attempts and were refuted in their expec-
tations, the political importanceof overtly
non-political.content in international communi:
cation is enhanced.

Smith's analysis of foreign propaganda indicates the superior effectiveness

of a low -key approach.

As several authors have-stated; if forei& radio broadCasts can ,

be defined mainly in the "Propaganda" sphere, television belongs to the

realm of "entertainment". This distinction calls for a more insightful

view into the role "entertainment" and its correlates play in a cross -

cultural television broadcast. So we turn our focus to the area Of tele-
_

vision.)\,

22
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WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: TELEVISION

In 1966, Dizard stated that:

TV has developed primarily as a commercial medium ....

Theoretically, TV should have followed in the established
pattern of broadcast (a state monopoly without commer-
cial connections, except for the U.S. and a few other
countries); significantly, it did not .... Commercial
advertising is carried by all but a handful of the
world's 95 TV system's The change (to commercialism)
confirmed the effectiveness of American-style broad-
casting both as a revenue producer and as a highly
acceptable form of entertainment and. persuasion.

That TV networks are primarily in private hands (socialist

countries excepted) is a major factor in assessing the nature and effects

of cross - cultural television. While we again lack enough empirical studies

an effects, there is sane literature dealing with the assumed cultural ef-

fects this overall commercialization of television networks causes in the

receiving nations.

One kind of study attempts to relate television to the general

expansion of the market economy. The long-held positive theory of mass

media stimulating national development has given way to disillusionment in

developing countries. Wells (1972), for example, states that the media,

particularly TV:

... stimulate the masses to.'unrealistic' material
demands ... a negative theory of communication that
is grounded on experience. But it reflects actual
failure, rather than categorical refutation of the
long-term potential of the media as a development

.

weapon.

What lies behind this is what the author labels "consumerism" as opposed

to 4producerisM". Whereas, in the short term, these countries are unable

Y
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, -

to provide the way of life that advertising and commercial series suggest

as consumption models -- and it is,doubtful even that those can be long-

term goals the expansion of transnational corporations seeking for new

markets is in dire need of advertising that will help "create" the consumer.

Advertisers have long ago faced the problems posed by international

.advertising, e.g., how to cope successfully with linguistic-and cultural

_barriers. Several authors were very confident about overcoming these

barriers and could see an international trend towards homogeneity of culture,

"at least in the consuming countries of the Free World" (Dunn, 1964).

Particular campaign blunders because of linguistic or cultural misunder-

standings were seen as mere anecdotes that should no obscure the trend'

and its immediate feasibility.

What was not stated was that advertising was not and is not

intended to serve as a truly universal cross-cultural
communication. Ad-

vertising is meant to be. persuasive communication oriented to partidular

populations: consumers who can enter the market and purchase the goods.

The measure of advertising success is its ability to increase (even if

only potentially) that population. But the troublesome question that

is Wells' concern is not asked: What about the whole receiving audience,

those "inhabilitated consumers" who can only vicariously enjoy the goodS

and their ideological associations? While not a problem for advertising

practitioners, itiS a serious one for leaders of 'developing nations.

Lorimer and Dunn (1968) were interested in the extent to which a

successful domestic promotional campaign could be transferred to a dif-

ferent culture. They conducted a quasi-experiment with upper-middle class

urban Egyptians and Frenchmen, concluding that "persuasive messages can be

transmitted across cultures to a greater extent than is generally supposed.
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There may well be a cosmopolitan audience in many countries." They fur-
\

ther.suggest that models used\in successful advertising need not always

belaiyg to'the recipient's cultural group. Therefore, one of the first

research tasks would be to determine the positive and negative reference

groups for'countries the intexnatibnal advertiser wants to enter. Lorimer-

and Dunn do recognize the special status nature of their samples -- but

'then,_these are precisely the consumers they were seeking. The commer-

cialization of TV is not hard to understand.

Once TV sets are available in a developing country, pressure

for more viewing grows.much faster than programming availability. Material

for continuous programming cannot be produced locally in most developing

countries. The heed for foreign imports is triggered and the low costs of

buying foreign programs*(only a fraction of the cost of lower-quality local

.production) make a strong case for the commercialization of TV. 'Advertising

sponsorshiNeems to be a small price to 'Say if "free" programs are made

possible. Continuous broadcasting values long-running serials that fill

up time for months (even years).

';;Schiller (1969a) describes how Israeli TV, born educational, was

inevitably collapsing into that pattern. Katz (1973) makes a much more

forceful argument starting from the same'country's problem, concluding

that the medium itself is a "horseless carriage": besides manipulative

attempts from political, commercial, ideological, and other interest groups,

TV"there is an almost gravitational force that pulls TV stations into an

orbit where program schedules )ook curiously alike." Why is it, he asks,

that TV has to broadcast as much as possible? Once that decision is made,

the pattern is of a striking homogeneity in the most diverse kinds.of
, .

broadcast systems In Chile, where'TV channels were born as university
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networks out of'concern for the problems of commercial TV, the situation
.

was the same: in less than a decade, fordiat and advertising features made
1

them no different from regular commercial channels,, which still do not

"exist" at all.

- With the exception of some direct educational content in some

TV networks, the global pattern for TV is a blend of entertainment, adVer-.

tising, and-commercialism. These are the boundaries within which TV has

functioned and grown as a medium. There is considerable di cussion on

the relative merits and demerits of this and alternative models of TV

organization.

The only thorough, study of television program flows in the world

is that of Nordepstreng and Varis (1973a) comnissioned by UNESCO. The

authors made an inventory pf SO countries. Aresent a compilation of

their major conclusions:

In international TV progra6 production, the United
States has led markets in the mid-sixties by exporting
more than twice as many programs as all the other
countries combined.

2. 'The production of TV programs for international distri-
bution has primarily been-aimed at'making money. The
commercial competition in the world-market has led to
Concentration.

3. The effective distribution system'of the Western
countries, particularly of the'United States (created
by the Hollykod film industry), makes it easy for a
poor country to purchase cheap programs which are
delivered to them.- Conditions for effective program
exchange through ,broadcasting unions do not yet exist
in general.

4. TV stations in most countries of the world are highly
dependent on foreign imported material. Some countries'
import over two-thirds of their programming.

*26
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S. AvaiUble studies about prima-time programming tend-
to show that th proportion of foreign program material
is considerably neater in those' hours. 4

6. Program:t4ortStare heavily concentrated on serials,
-long feature films, and entertainment shows. Greatef

It selectivity is observable in same countries, in.the
purchase df information-type progrgms. 1

7. In cammercial,stations, entertainment accounts for." ,nearly 801 of the programming. a
.

.

1-7' 8. In the-importation and exchani; of newsfilm, the
distribution is.concentrated. on three world-wide
agencies:'Visnewsj UPI-TN, and CBSAiewsfilm. A
-fourthlmajOr agency is DPAETES-West Germany. The
flow of information is one-sided from Western Europe
to the dewloping and socialist countries.

Elihu Katz,wisely noted at a 1973 symposium that imported TV

programing, in general andespecially -- and ironically-- in the develop-,

ing countries, was treated rather casual,ly. Whatever attention is given

to programing is, giveh"to domestically produced, programs. Purchased pro

grams are put aside; as if they did not exist, and yet in fact' they quickly

became .50, 60, or 70% of the TV .schedule. This is because the problem of

.'the purchaser is no.t simply, to buy programs -- it is to fill time. His'

obvious, and anly,%solution is to.buy never- ending series based on the

foiinula of the American model.' Golding (1974) has added further that then

the new audientes come to expect a certain kind of program style, and this

restricts local producers. .,

e.

The ensuing symposium debate was indicative of the state of the
4

art.in crosS=cultural television, research. The-"casual" approach noted by
,

the'symposium participants is a basic feature of world commercial television.

ResearChefs know it is a probleh; however, it has not been appropriately

studied. As Voris points out

7
A
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World television has been A
.commercial and profit-making
and political Characteristics

Score authors regard world to
commercial medium without-po
bearirigs:

ted go.much by the
pproach that its social
have been, neglected.

evision as merely a
itical or ideological

A case in point is "Sesame Sfreet";,a program that was subject

to an enormous amount of formative esearch in the United States. By

mid-1a73,.statesdie,prodUcer of ' same Street", Children's television

Workshop, "Sesame Street" was see regularly in 73 countries (in English),

Spanish, Portuguese (Brazil), and Gelman editions were also an the air.

Although developed as = experiment to..appell to
American children, the highly entertaining approach
to learning has not o ly'lowered many sensitiye -

national barriers bu has evoked overwhelmingly
favorable reactions rom educators, TV producers,
and, most'importantl children. CIW feels that
although-it has a g =at expertise and information
on the use'of TV as an- educational tool, it.could not

.

assume,that this knowledge skill and teaching $id
was suitable for all cultures. So only if foreign
educators consider -d it appropriate, the original
version was made a ailable. (CIW Report, 1973)

CIW then proceeds to report educational gains in Israel and Australia,

in lxico with "Plaza Ses

broadcast's for francophone

Obviously, there

'series and the generally

*;,?(

We should not be so criti

11
, and finally notes as a future project

AfriCa.

is an enormous difference between 'commercial

audable,educational contents of "Sesame Street".

al of its intent while TV series go around
...

undisputed. But there a reasOns to be critical.

leGoldsen (1974) states vehementlythat the development of "Plaza

Sesamo" had no resear

The "experts" called up

or assessing Latin America's cultural specificity.

saw only minor language problems, she states.

28.
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Goldsen.concludes that "the decision to expose Latin American children

to this massive cultural assault is not only mindless, but the height of

. technocratic irrespolisibility.

Mattelart and Waksman (1973) go all the way into the broadest

:analysis.

'Sesame Street' in Latin America is a ready-made
cultural product from ,the heart of imperialism.

The program is attractive ...tut it is not only
a culturarproduct ... it represents the invasion
of international firms into edpcation, encouraged
by the U.S. Government .... There is thus a
ficant change in the function of mass media:. from
a model for leisure time and the average man, to
formal education and specified viewers. (Quoted freely)

By focusing on a program that is educational in nature, has.

research supporting it, and,is generally accepted as a significant con-

tribution in television programming, we want to stress that the "other"

TV programs are seldom analyzed to this degree. Yet the bulk of TV pro-

gramming is in,this sphere.

Tsai (1970) studied 'the effects of American TV programs on children
0,

in Formosa. In October 1965, of the 33-1/2 hours of entertainment, 18-1/2

were American, appealing both to children and adults. There was one

problen:

channel.

the only option was to watch ornot, since'there only was one

However, many researchers have found that having more than one

channel merely resultl\in more of the same

it was also found that the "entertainment"

option, when there is'such choice.

type of,programming, in general;

choice outweighs the "educational"

Tsai confirmed one ypothesis. He Aiscavered that Formosan

children and Western children in Formosa watched a similar amount of

29
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television: an average of 19 hours/week for Formosans versus 20 for

Americans. But, his general conclusion is cautious: the exposure to

AMerican TV is not likely to influence the fundamental outlook. Though

intuitively we might think it would have an effect in the long rim, for

the present no fundamental change was observed. The TV children show

different taste patterns and specific attitudes. This difference found

in "peripheral" attitudes mazy indicate a propensity for more basic dif-

ferences in the long term.

Even if an optimistic view can hold for the "cancelling-out" of

diverse short-term effects related to television, the facts that progranning

is homogeneous, that content structures (whatever their surface plots) are

relatively similar, and that'the present flow of programs is mostly one-way

lead many observers to stress the dangers of widespread TV. It will lead

to chaos, states Newson (1973), if the damage inherent in cultural erosion

is ignored. He qualifies this only slightly: there is not.gLiAethe same

'worry about the programs produced outside the United States. This strong

negative attitude is greatly due to the fact that "consciously or uncon-

sciously, the United States has been stamping_its cultural imprint on

virtually all of the world."

One significant trend, however, in cross-cultural television is

the regionalization of TV networks throughout the world, acdording to geo-

graphical, political, and/or cultural comon grounds. This is providing

some kind of balance to the present cross-cultural TV,s*tuation. Other

forms of cultural exchange on the basis of relative equality and under-

:

standing are present within them. But the balance is fa from adequate.

Eurovision and Iniervision do not have a balanced exchange; in 1970, from

West to East Europe, there was a flow of 3,000, hours versus 1,ao0 hours

3 0
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from East to West, according to Varis. This is worth mentioning because

here we have a case of powerful networks with a good amount of control of

their inport/export ratio.

There are other regional groupings. Maghrebvision posits TV

Cooperation among Tunisia, Algeria, and. Morocco. There is also a community

of French language TV programs in Europe and Canada, totaling 50 million

itpotential viewers. Nordvision works for the Scandinavian countries; the

Oficina de Telecomunicacion
Internacional (OTI) established links between

Spain and Latin America, as the Asian'Broadcasting Union (ABU) does for

Asians (mostly propelled by Nippon Hoso Kyokai [NHK], Japan) . These groups,

demonstrate that cross-cultural broadcasting may find its way and perhaps

can cope with sane of its alleged negative effects through regionalization.

Even though some evidence indicates that regionalization may only be re-

producing at smaller levelt the same world trends described above, the

problems associated with cross-cultural broadcasts at least become more

manageable.

Yet another problem for world television has not been adequately

studied. Browne (1967) believes that there is no universal visual lan-

guage. Recognizing there are more anecdotal examples than research about

this issue, his'plea is for emphasit on some anthropological insights.

But once again, we fear attention may be focused on programs df educational

content or those believed to have significant impact while the issue of

commercial TV will be ignored.

WHAT WE XNOW IN CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: SATELLITES

There is an enormous amount of literature related to communica-

tions satellites. Usually the problems posed are technical consideration's

31
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and cost considerations, with some emphasis on the legal aspects. The

cultural implicationS, if noted at all, are not studied in detail.

E. Ploman (1973) acknowledges that certain'aspects of the new

technology and media may be studied by themselves, but that the implica.;

tions and uses must be seen in an overall approach. -In.describing the

components of that bread apprbath, however,.he gives very little attention

to culturar implications of satellite, broadcasting.

The discussion on satellites closely follows the controversy

about media ftad messages. Those for whom the medium is the message often

describe satellites as the climax Of the communication and information

revolution whose goal is the global village. On the other hand, there

arc those for whom the content is the relevant issue; this new technology --*

for which they foresee a predictably homogenedus and massifying content

is a, fearsome instrument.

Naturally, this debate does not occur by itself. It is inextri-

the stand of different nations about the distribution

cAlwir ations technology. Economic, political, sovereignty, power,
of c

and
1

vulnerability issues permeate the controversy. Fear, helplessness,

and emotion color the debate for many developing countries.

Can these complexities be resolved? Lindsay (1973) sampled

viewpoints of a majority of ministerial experts and other delegates to

the 1971 Geneva Conference on Space Communications regarding the means

for dealing with international control of programming via direct satellite

broadcast. Sad to report, he notes, "these experts had no more salient

solutions Or rewarding insights to'offer than an author of a term paper

oh the subject."
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However, he himself did get to the core of the issue.' In citing

what he calls the overwhelming consensus of his sample, he makes his point:

They tell us that these problems are all technical,
not political. But of course this is not so ....
Compounding this situation is the tremendous inequality
between the haves and the have-nots in the daiain of
satellite communications.

Not that there are no beneficial outcomes from satellites. For

many developing countries, Ploman (1973) notes, "their continued viability

is dependent on the integration of many tribal/religious and regional

groups which have distinct cultural and politicaltraditions." Further-

more, as many UNESCO missions report, the demands that are and will be

made on the educational systems cannot possibly be met through traditional

methods. Brazil, India, and Iran are examples of countries in the final

preparatory stages fob` using satellites to bring education to rural and

distant areas.

As Halloran (1972) reported for UNESCO, we must not confound

the optimistic potential with actual "state-of-the-art". "The open "Icies

are not always matched with open minds." It is worth noting, he adds:

.., that optimistic views about the potentialities
of the mass media are often voiced by people from
the developed countries with regard to the use of
the media in the'developing countries. People in
the developing countries now seem to be tempering
their own early optimism in the light of their ex-
periences of how the media have actually been used
and perhaps also under the influence of the prognos-
tications and speculations of the pessimists in the
developed countries.

'Lindsay (1974) is far more specifiC still:

33
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Communication satellites must not be given to develop--
ing nations as candies are given to children. We
must insist an the particular conditions of utili2g
tion of communication satellites : preliminary experi-
ments, financing possibilities

and availability of glqUalified experts, cultural conditions, political
climate, realistic appraisal of specific needs and
foreseeable usage .... It is therefore particularly
important. [he concludes] to insist upon the urgency
of an international

organization capable of heading
. a movement that allows satellites to work on an
equitable and ratilimal basis for the benefit of all.

This is said notwithstanding
the existence of several UN organizations,

notably UNESCO.

Martelanc (1970) also believes that the present institutional

framework (such as existing regional organizations)
is inappropriate for

genuinely glo6a1 direct broadcasting.
'There will only be real univer-

sality if:

ti

.... by universality we understand riot merely the
technical ability to cover the whole planet by
television signal, but primarily a po4tical,approach
guaranteeing to every country equal ritht to use,
manage, and control the content of global television
programmes.

4 ti Ploman thinks that for a number of reasons, among them cultural

similarities and common levels of development, the argument is ifi favor

of the national or regional approach. This allows for the possibility

that all involved countries participate in policy decisions.

For many other experts, the debate on satellites seems to be

shifting from technological to other problem issues:,

The-problem which developing countries face,is. not
a problem of satellite technology in itself; it is
more a problem of information that must be trans-
mitted to allow development by giving solution to
the fundamental problems of the country. (Polcyn, 1973)

34
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However, much of the debate has constantly focused on the tech-

nical realm. Schiller, reviewing Peltdn's analysis of Intelsat, is quite

opposed to the way issues have been handled. After attempting to document

how giant,corporations have a decisive voice in the tailoriy of American

policy on satellites, he suggests that the United States ideological suc-

cess is its most important achievement in this area: "Eighty-five members

(in the Intelsat agreements) approved the principles of efficiency and

functionalism above political and social considerations." He quotes

Pelton: "Decisions can be made in terms of financial or technical objec-

tives, regardless of political goals or long-term ideals."4

Hulten (1973) did a study on satellites for TV transmission.

The pattern he fotaid (in 1970) was the following: three- fourt17 of the

television lines haVe one end in the United States, nine-tenths have an

.end either there or in Western Europe. The television flowsare fran the

United States to Puerto Rico, Fran the United States to Hawaii, fran

Europe to the United States and vice versa, and from the United States to

Latin America. These routes account for sane 85-90% of the total traffic

flow. The use of the Intelsat system follows different patterns in dif-

ferent parts of the world. In the developed countries, the initiative

lies with"the receiving organizations such as the United States networks

and Eurovisian. Butin the developing countries, the initiative lies

with the suppliers of materials, located in the developed countries.

So far, communications-iutEnology
in'the form of satellites is

way past its adolescence period. Technical and Cost-effectiveness issues

have set new boundaries on what is now feasible. Increasingly, there is

grouting awareness of both the dangers and the benefits of this development.
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Whether global villages .or 1984's are a .paradigm of the future cannot be

posited for sure. Rather, what has to be done is a more vigorous inquiry

into cultural implications and more decisive. cultural interventions. Both

of these are notoriously scarce.

. We must not speak of men (or nations) free from satellite tech-

nology, but of men (or nations) free in relation to it. This requires

reality assessment and solutions: Critics have lingered in lamentations

and, in some cases, very good theoretical speculations. Optimists have

overlooked reality constraints and foresee marvels of technological dreams.

.Meanwhile, technical communications developments in the satellite realm

and adjoining technologies advance, in (gigantic steps, with their own logic.

WAT WE KNOW IN CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: FEN

We have felt distressed about the small amount-of relevant

cempirical material that exists for other areas of cross-cultural brdad-

casting: the situation in film is worse. #

There has been only one major study, that of T. Guback (1969),

covering Western Europe and the United States since 1945. There is no

study for film like the one of Nordenstreng and Varis for television.

Apart from studying film cross-culturally, there is an additional

importance attached to it. Guback ssses.that "film business is the

prototype and model.for television ... the future of TV programme produc-

tion and distribution can be read clearly in the history of film."

The general international trends in film are, in fact, no dif-

ferent from what we have seen for TV:

3U
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The flow of films is founded on simple commercial
imperatives. What one n9,tion exports and another
imports is hardly based on any form of cultural
policy. There is a strong position of American
films on European screens at least during the last
quarter of this century and a virtual monopoly on
international distribution achieved by 4merican
companies. Furthermore, American compagies are in-.
volved in the financing of European films. ((uback,
1973. .For an extensive documentation on these trends,
see his 1969 book.)

This has many implications. The submergenw of regionalism in

the homogeneous mix demanded by international commerce is one implication.

Guback contends that preference is given to pictures whose international

marketing possibilities seem most satisfactory. Furthermore, Hollywood

film companies have been absorbed by multinational conglomerates that con-

form to universal marketing strategies without regard to the needs of any

one country.

This internationalism implies homogenization of different

cultures: a successful exportation means other people must "like" the

product. Guback is not speaking of true internationalization of films

which "were able to convey a human message in terms understandable to
.

people everywhere," despite their grounding in conditions and times of

a particular country.

It is notable that Guback:finishes his extensive research realis-.

tically.. In fact, many authors who so desperately argue against cross-

cultural broadcasting hold an implicit assumption of the "goodness" of

local production and henceforth the "evil" of cross-cultural exposure.

This'is not so clear-cut a picture, Independence, concludes Guback, does

not necessarily mean better films in an artistic or financial sense, any

more than international means better films, But autonomy can increase the

37
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chances for diversity and different points of view. It is imperatiire that

contrasting perspectives be given the opportunity to exist and develop.

Films are expressions not only of personal values but also of

cultural environments. Gerbner et al. (1969) brought together leading

scholars from the United States and from Western and Eastern Europe. In

it, an extensive analysis of film characteristics, focusing particularly on

the film hero, was attempted.

Not only was this an example of the joint work of scholars from

different cultures: its results revealed that the suspected differences

between films as/cultural products were there. We can extract from the
1

study certain common features that make for "universality" of these culture-

bound productions, but different cultural settings did make themselves

manifest. Thus, the film world of American productions was the most global,

cosmopolitan, and affluent. More than the West, Eastern turopean films

tended to portray places of work, hardship, and struggle. The class struc-

ture of heroes, while hard to establish, was also different: in general,

the United States and Western European film heroes were likely to come

from the rich, the carefree, and the powerful. In contrast, the heroes

in Eastern European films come from the intelligentsia, workers, and

peasants. The single major occupation in the West was show business, as

contrasted to the of student in the East. Occupations differed by specific

countries and so did personal characteristics. There were clear differences

in the goals and value choices pursued.

If all of the differences that this study has highlighted are

not allowed to flourish, the danger exists that one particular model for

the piortrayal of fictionalized reality will be elevated to the only possible

36



model. We would not like to agree with Golding (1973) when he dreads in-

verse flows of TV production in the form of "an African Peyton Place".

This seems, however, to be the trend.

1
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CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: LINGUISTIC EFFECTS

The-linguisticissues posed by cross-cultural broadcasting. are

interrelated with other questions dealt with in this report. Ingthis

section, we narrow our focus to examine those linguistic implications of

cross-cultural broadcasting.

Most broadcasting, whether cross-cultural or not,involves the

transmission of language. This fact has implications for the evolution

of languages as well as for the, future development of broadcasting around

the world. After briefly noting the scope of the problem, we look.first4

at language as a constraining influence on broaddasting and then at the

effect of broadcasting on language. Finally, we offer some suggestions

for possible future research.

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

The extent and significance of the linguistic questions are

dictated in part by the nature of the broadcast media. Since the turn

of the century, the.media have made possible a new form-of language con-

tact on a global scale. In countries where the broadcast media are most

fully developed, people spend a significant portion of their lifetimes

listening or viewing, and in the process they are exposed to certain

languages or language varieties. In other countries, the same pattern

emerges as broadcasting develops.

30
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Characteristically, radio arid television signals,carry larigdages
.

i,

over large areas; in disregard of linguistic, cultural, and nations borders.
,.. ,

The direct broa4mIt satellite promises to remove any. purely technological
a _

.

,

Obstacles to global broadcasting. ,aut what languages will be broadcast?
,

..,
. . ,

--.
.2..

During the past decade, the nuMher,OilmiiiiageS used by inter-
,

I . ,. 4

national broadcasterfs has increased., Colin Cherry "documents this
''----

trend .1.1sizig data supplied by the BBC. ,He also preSents data to indicate
, .

....

that tie major international, brAdcasters 4aire increased the number of
. ,-

hours of programing-per week intended for other countries. Recent edi-

tions octhe World Radio and TV Handbook provide another indication of

thislobal trend.

Despite the difficulty of,counting yernacular broadcasts beCause

of changing program schedules, Head (i974b) attempted a listing of all

languages used in 1972 by African broadcasting systems. His count showed

196 languages now being used, compared with 109 languages used in 1960,

according to'a survey by Huth. It should be noted that some individual

countrpies have adopted policies that run counter to this general trend

toward increased votnacular broadcasting.

LANGUAGE AS A CONSTRAINTAIN BROADCASTING

International Radio

For internationalbroadcasters,'language is, a key factor limiting

the imp;dt of their Programming.i, Assuming that tall other conditions for

the reception okaft international broadcast are met, including such con-
h 1,%

siderations as strength of th Signal, quality of the receiving set, and
1

psychological and sociological receptivity, reception is still limited by

0
*
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the listener's abili to understand the language being used. ,International

broadcasting to Afri provides a clear-cut example of languagea.s.a con-

, straint on broadcastp4. One survey of such broadcasts concludes` that:
'4r;)

... on the basis oVaanguage barriers alone, international,broadEasters
V

fail to reach the la 4e majority of African populations.".(Browne, 1974)

3 Language also established limits far brOadcastini in other partsLis 1

of the world. In 'a, for'example, all the major international broad-.

sasters^lise Mandar Cantonese, English, and Japanese, " ... but there

are also substantial audiences to be served in Indonesian,,Torean, Viet-
, A

namese, Hindi, Urdu and a host of ether languages and dialects. (Browne,

1971) Although not to the same degree, ,la age is a limiting factor in

Latin America and the Near East.

iliree-realities help to explain why broadcasters are unable to

break through'the language barrier simply by increasing the number of

languages in which they broadcast. First, the increased cost of each

additional language broadcast often makes it impossible to add languages.

1.This constraints would vary significantly, depending on the size and re-

, sources of the government or broadcasting organization.

Secorid, it may be difficult to find personnel to produce pro-

grams in some languages, even ithe funds are available to do so. Radio

Cairoyfor example, has had this problem with some of its African verna-

cular language services. Many announcers and writers hid been'found among

ibe once considerable number of African students studying at Cairo uni-
.

versities, but as of 1970 one observer reported that this source of supply

was drying up, at leastsfor,some languages (Browne, 1971).
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A third factor which is sometimes a part of the language barrier

is the lack of sufficient frequencies for separate day-long services in

each desired language (Browne, 1971). Frequencies must be available to

provide a certain minimum number of hours of programming in each desired

language in order to attract and hold an audience.

Internal Broadcasting '

Language also sets one of the important boundary conditions for

domestic broadcasting, and for many of the same reasons,'As in inter-
.

national broadcasting, the cost of airing programs in many languages is

an important consideration. Uganda provides a case in point. In that

country, the additional cost in base salaries for production personnel

alone to broadcast in local languages was estimated at over $100,000,a

year (Nsibambi,./971).

The economic burden that linguistic diversity creates for radio

broadcasters, is small compared with the burden of financing television,

broadcasting in multiple languages. Yet, almost a decade ago it was re-

ported (Dizard, 1966) that the language problem posed complications for

television in over 20 countries. That number has certainly increased with

the spread of broadcast technology.

Even if the cost factor is overcome, a count r faces the task

of recruiting a sufficient number of Specialist sta produce program-

ming in its chosen variety languages. The same p em that faces-the

external or. cbster becomes more acute as the nuAer f separgte speech

communities in a country increases and their size *creases.

. .43
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The problem of frequencies, transmitter time, and scheduling

is a source of continual concern to broadcasters in multilingual countries..

Head (1974b) has described the problem facing many African countries:

9

The fragmentation of limited transmitter time into
,15 or 20 separate language segments makes it impossible
to build a comprehensive broadcasting service. One
would need as many sets of duplicated facilities and
duplicated teams of production personnel as languagg
broadcast -- obviously an impossible economic burden.

The constraints placed on a national broadcasting system by

linguistic diversity are, again, well illustrated in Uganda. In 1972,

Radio Uganda used 20 languages for broadcasting within the country, re-

sulting in a situation described by MO° (1974):

Such multilingualism ... divided the available air time
into small parcels and limited vernacular programming
essentially to news (which istranslated from 'a common
news file prepared in English). A single-language ser-
vice might broadcast on the order of an hour's news
per day (say, 15-minute summaries morning, noon, evening,
and night), but each Radio Uganda channel carries about.
five hours of straight news a day. Thus, no special
IEluage group receives a continuous service, and much
of the time broadcasts are unintelligible to a large
portion of the national audience. This teilds'to drive
listeners to foreign stations. -For example, on the bor-
der in the, far northwest Of Uganda, people of Arua listen
to Swahili.programs from Radio Bukavu, a regional trans-
mitter in Zaire, when Radio Uganda is broadcasting in
vernaculars they do not understand. Uganda listeners
can also pick up Swahili from nearby Tanzania; Kenya,
and Rwanda not to mention the many Swahili pAgrams
beamed toward them by overseas stations.

fr
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Commercial Broadcasting

Commercial distributors of programming, particularly for,tele-

vision, must deal with the same linguistic limitations that face
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non-canmercial broadcasters. Unfortunately, despite the increasing world-

wide flow of canmeritially-produced programMing, there is little public

discussion of the 'anguage limitations involved. Trade and business pub-

lications, which ould be the most valuable source of such information,

tend to treat the question of language superficially, if at all.

Two ob ervations Can be made concerning the constraining influence

of language on roadcast advertising. One is that linguistic anomalies do

occur and they re costly from the vantage point of multinational corpora-

.

tions concerned with marketing their products (Ricks, Arpan, and Fu, 1974).

The other is that language differences are perceived by international ad-

vertising agencies as a significant barrier preventing the creation of

larger markets (Blinder, 1965).

THE INFLUENCE OF BROADCASTING ON LANGUAGE

dt is commonly assumed that broadcasting has a significant in-
,

fluence on 'language. Elinder (1965), for example, predicted that "

the advertising medium whici is really going to break language barriers

on a large)arge scale will be television." And he suggested that, with the

advent of the direct broadcast satellite, " the influence on children4

and adul s of one-language (English) TV programs andadvertisingwill be

enormous."

/ The prospect of linguistic nization through brimdCa'sting
.

poses a threat for many smaller countries WhOse populations constitute

linguistic minorities. If the world is thpught of as a speech community,

then English and a handful of other languages are competing for leadership

in the same way as dialects within a nation. Haugen (1966),claims thai

small' countries, like NOrway, feel the pressure of.this competition.

45
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An important part of modern mass culture is the
pressure exerted by the great international lan-guages, especially English. Both sides of thelanguage controversy in Norway are aware of the.danger that Norwegiah culture may be entirely
denationalized by this pressure.

Although Haugen does not attribute the pressure exerted by they
international languages-to broadcasting, others have speculated on whether
global bro.adcasting will lead.to the extinction of minority languages. 4

Possible Extinction of Minority Languages

Cherry (1971) argues that since broadcasting is aimed at people,
it must seek'to reach them in the languageS they speak:

As broadcasting countries increase in number, becomericher and able to afford more transmitting stationswhich they can devote to overseas programmes, they- seek out. audiences in increasing numbers of languages.

As an example, he cites the BBC, which has expanded its range of foreign

languages despite financial conditions unfavorable for such expansion.

Perhaps broadcasting actually helps minority languages survive
the onslaught of more powerful

languages by contributing to language main-
tenance. Mackey (1962) suggests that access to radio, television, and the
other mass media "... may be the main factor in maintaining one'of the
lafiguages of.a bilingual, especially if his other language is the only one
spoken in the area." However, in the United States, non-English broad-
casting has declined over the past two decades, possibly indicating the

limited effectiveness of such broadcasting in supporting
inter-generational

language maintenance (Claremont, 1973).
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Languages of Wider Communication

A powerful-effect of cross-cultural broadcasting may be to en-

courage the adoption of a dominant language or languages as linguae francae.

At present, English is considered to be the principal language of inter-

national commUnication, not becmise of the number of speakers but rather

because " ... more people are currently being attracted to English, both

speakers and as readers, than are being attracted to any Chinese, Indian,

'or European language." (Noss, 1967)

Cherry (1971) attributes the spread of spoken English to broad-

casting-by the United Kingdom and the United States, which were among the

first couht4es to develop broadcasting. Together with Australian radio,

he says, they " ... are toda5, still great forces for the spreading of

spoken English abroad."

If English isindeedthe principal language of international

communication, it is'only..the latest in a series of languages to hold that

position. In the past, French, Spanish, Latin, 'Greek, Arabic, and Chinese

have all enjoyed comparable eminence. And, according to one observer:

"If anything is cleat from the history of international communication, it

is that once a language has established itself as predominant in the world

it will eventually fall from that perch." (Noss, 1967)

Language Planning

During the past decade, interest in'language planning has been

stimulated by the challenges that linguistic diversity poses for many

developing countries. Most' multilingual Third WortgicOuntries face two

major problems'in the area of language policy. First, the propagation
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of the national language Within the country and, second, the role of lath-

guages of wider cominunication.

Broadly defined, language planning refers to attempts to.solve

language problems, usually on a national scale, that focus on either lan-

.guage fonn or language use, or both'(Karam, 1974). Broadcasting can be

an important instrument in language planning at both the national and

cross national level. .)

An example of cross-national language planning is the attempt

to preserve the semi-intelligibility that prevails between the peoples of

Norway, Denmark, and Sweden who speak different, but related, languages.

In 1960, Nordvision, which links the three countries and Finland, attempted

to transmit a variety show every Saturday night, originating from a dif-

ferent country each week on a rotating basis, However, most viewers were

not prepared to watch a program in which the commentary, and even the

jokes, were in another language; this particular language-planning venture

failed (Dizard, 1966).

The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation has done sane research on,

its 'programs for Finnish immigrants. These reports-- unfortun'ately

available in Swedish only -7 deal with listening/viewing patterns, immi-

grant children and television, and the potential audience for Finnish-

language prOgrams.*

In a given week, Finnish-language transmissions reached 75% of

the finnish immigrant community. Fifty-seven percent of that group listened

A
*Available from Sveriges Radio, Audience and Program Research Department,
S-105 10 Stockholm, Sweden.
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to-a Finnish radio program and an equal number, 57%, to one or-part of

One telkVision program in Finnish. The better they understand Swedish,

4.he more they have taken to reading Swedish dailies, and the less they

listen to and view Finnish-language programs. This was particularly true

of radio listening.

In Sweden, Finnish children watch more television than Swedish

children do. Swedish Radio research indicates that Finnish children watch

one and one-half to two hours a day on the average, while Swedish children

view only one to one and one -half hours per day. Those who watch television

most are Finnish children who neither speak nor understand Swedish -- viewing

in this group average three to four hours daily. According to Swedish

Radio;

The reason why these children watch so much television
may be that television fills asocial function-for them,
'keeps them company.' Under such circumstances, not
being able to understand the language of the programmes
may be of lesser importance.'

A new form of presentation was 'tried out in the progegmme
'ABOUT -- a story in Finnish and Swedish': Two people
read a story sentence 'by sentence alternately in both
Finnish and Swedish.

The Finnish children showed much greater interest in the.
programme than the Swedish children, most probably be-
cause for once they were able to watch a Swedish tele-
vision program in their native langdage.

tzt
.

In Sweden, there is a large audience for Finnish-programs, Con-

,nections were found between language skill in ,Swedish-, mass. media.consump:

tion, and emotional attachment to Finland. Consevently,-.the Finnish-language

programs are received by a great number of people who, awing td their poor

knowledge of Swedish and their limited.choice,are ire great need of_pro-
. ,

grams in Finnish.

4 9
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Two activities of the United States Information Agency provide

oth-, examples of cross-national language,planning. The Voice of America's

Worl ide English Division broadcasts a number of hours every day in

"Speci English", which limits the announcer to a reading rate of 90

words a minute and to a basic vocabulary of 1,200 words (Browne, 1974).

A corre-londing effort takes-place with television programming. The most

popular p ogram distributed by the USIA is a series entitled "Let's Learn,

English".

is kind of cross-national language planning is pursued by

other countries as well. According to Cherry (1971):

\

Manrcountries are now teaching their own languages
to foreign listeners', both by radio and by TV film
recordings, sold, loaned, or exchanged abroad for
retransmission. The response is high and increasing.

He also notes that "outside West Europe, both Egypt and the USSR are par-

ticularly active in teaching their languages to millions of listeners in

other countries."

Broadcasting is alsoa tool for language planning at the national

level. After a first-hand study of language policy in eight Southeast

Asian countries, NOss observed that the broadcast media in Malaysia exert
I .

considerable inflUence on language-learning opportunity., standardization

and the development of Malay, motivation for'learning Malay, and general

accessibility to-information (Noss, 1967).

,,Broadcasting also plays an important role in Thailand. There,

according to Noss:

Radio programmes, except for certain kinds of enter-
tainment (both musical and dramatic) and specifically
labelled foreign language broadcasts, are entirely in
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standard Thai. The policy is held in the face of
several kinds of evidence that millions of listeners

-in Thailand would prefer more programmes in foreign
languages and other dialects of Thai/Lao.

Noss concludes that ",... the radio undoubtedly ranks near the

government primary schools among the most persistent and efficient dis-

seminators of knowledge of the national language" (1967).

Thailand also uses both radio and television to teach English

to mass audiences. It is not alone in using broadcasting to deal with

the problem of languages of wider communication. The growth of this prac-

tice in develdping countries can be inferred fram the popularity of the

English-teaching programs distributed by the BBC and the USIA.

Language Planning in Ireland

Ireland provides an instructive example of attempts to use

broadcasting in language planning. There, the preservation and revival

of the Irish language has been an objective of public policy for over

50 years. Radio Telefis Eireann is required by law to foster this objec-

tive by broadcasting programs'in Irish (McRedmond, 1974), but a review

of the impact of such broadcasting shows that it has had a questiOnabl6

effect.

As early as the late 1920's, one chronicler of Irish broadcast-'

ing ported that it was much harder to find a good supply of broadcasting

maLvrial in Irish than in English, and that even with such material the

number of listeners would be consistently small (Gorham, 1967). A survey

in the 1940's indicated that even in the Irish-speaking Gaeltacht areas,

English programming was more often listened to than Irish programming.
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Gorhab reports that the committee which conducted the survey found, when

it reported in August 1945:

.. that native Irish speakers found less difficulty
- in following programs in English than those in dia-
, lects other than their.own. Moreover, English had
a fatal attraction for dwellers in the Gaeltacht. If
special measures were taken to provide them with wire-.
less sets (as had been suggested), it would be likely
to result in their speakipg more English than they
did.

More recently, audience research has revealed that as many as

three out of four persons in Ireland will look at the television news in

Irish if they happen to be in a position to view the telecast (McNamara,

1971). In 1972, Radio Eireann established Radio na Gaeltachta, a radio

service whose primary goal was to meet the social needs of an adult

Gaeltacht populatiOn of 45,000.

There are strong indications that the effect of Irish language

broadcasting will, at best, be to encourage the maintenance of Irish, as

a second language. A 1964 survey revealed that about 83 percent of the

populatioq did not believe that Irish could be "restored as the most

widely spoken language, and the younger the person questioned, the less

likely he or she was to believe that it could be (McNamara, 1971).

Theexperience in Ireland has yielded little evidence that

broadcasting can have a,significant effect on language usage. This is

hardly surprising considering the predaminance,of English language pro-
-

gramming and the relatiliely few hours devoted to Irish language broadcast-

ing, even after the inauguratiOn pf Radio na Gaeltachta.

The potential of broadcastiqg as a tool in language planning is

probably better illustrated by its role in other countries. In assessing

a
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the future outlook for language development in eight Southeast Asian

countries, Noss predicts that:

The radio, newspapers, and television, whether
publicly or privately controlled, will exert a
decisive influence not only on the spread of the
national language, but also on the fdtm in which
it is ultimately accepted by the public. It is
here that new coinages and usages will stand or
fall and not in the academy-approved grammars and
dictionaries issued by scholars.

Politics of Language in Broadcasting

The choice of Lguages for radio and television broadcasting

almost always poses a political problem. The nature of the political

issues differs, depending on a country's linguistic situation, political

affairs, and the nature of its broadcasting system.

Language was reportedly a factor in the South African govern-

ment's initial refusal to permit television in that country. The, Afrik

speaking majority was keenly aware that its attempts to encourage the use

of Afrikaans would not be helped by a television system that relied heavi4iy

on imported English-language programs (Dizard, 1966).

In Canada, bilingualism in broadcasting is a key issue in the

political controversy over the role of French in Canada. The strongly

pro-French leadership of Quebec Province has threatened periodically to

set up its own provincial radio and television network if itslinguistif

demands were not met (Dizard, 1966).

In many countries, the most praMinent linguistic aspect of

broadcasting takes the form of a political dilemma. C the one hand,

governments would like to achieve the maximum degree of political penetration

5 Qt)
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and control over their populations. This goal requires an increase in

the number of languages broadcast in order to reach the largest possible

audience in a multilingual country. On the other hand, e encouragement

of a single national language through the broadcast media can help to

build a sense of nationhood and encourage loyalties at the nationalqevel.

This kind of dilemma is common in Africa, where Head (1974b) de-

scribes the situation faced by many governments:

Either way, government leaders face a dilemma: whether
to allow broadcast languages to proliferate for the
sake of preserving traditional cultures, winning the
lo)41ty of minority groups, and reaching a maximum
audience -, at the risk of encouraging tribalism and
separatism; or whether to standardize on a single
broadcast language for the sake of emphasizing nation-
hood -- at the risk of hastening the disappearance of
local cultures, alienat41g minority groups, and failing
to communicate with the very people in whom the central
government most needs to inculcate an understanding of
its intentions.

The case of three East African countries shows that there is no

rule of thumb in dealing with such political questions. Kenya, has drasti-

cally reduced the number of languages used in broadcasting. :Tanzania/ has

gone even further, limiting itself to Swahili and English. But Uganda,

taking the opposite course of action, has multiplied the number of its ,

vernacular programs (Mazrui, 1972).

'Mayo (1974) reports that politics had a lot to do with the

number and choice of vernacular languages Used on Uganda Radio. Swahili,

for example, was introduced at least in pait because it was the official

language of the'Uganda army. Hindustani disappeared about the same time

as the Asian community which it served was accused of failing " ... to

integrate with the indigenous people of Uganda."
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The-political issues raised by languageare sometimes international

in scope. Thpre is an interesting case oh record in which the lack, of con-

gruence among sPeech.Commianities, nations, and broadcastirig systems made

elevision the subject of international negotiation. In 194a, when the.,

Belgian government first'began studyingtelevision poSsibilities, it found

that linguistic considerations Were closely tied in with the question of

technical-standards.

gat J

Spokesmen for Flemish-speaking.groupS requestectthat a
625-line standard be adopted so that set ownerg"-dyuld
tune in on the neighboring A.Mch television stations,
Operating in a'language siMilat to Flemish. FrenCh,
speaking elements-in Belgium requested the French
government's 819-line standard. The Belgian govern-
ment sought an international solution to the problem
by requesting the Permanent Commisoion to the Brussels
.Treaty (predecessor.to NATO) to set a common EUropean
technical standaid. (Dizard, 1966).

Behavior Toward Language' J

Broadcitind, beeauseit permeates multilingual populations,

:often haPtikeataytiC effect On the expression

Research in Zambia found that minority peOpleS

. -`

casts not'only for 'reasons of pride and.status

because they feared extinction of their mother

broadcasting would save their languages.and at

of language attitudes.,

demanded vernacular broad-

; they Also demanded them,

tongues. They thought

the same time pass on the

memory of ancestral life to the younger, generation.(Head, J97416).
-

,i
An Incdent in Norway provides an amusing yet instructive il-

lustration of the central role of broadcasting in "a society'sbehaylor

toward language (iaugen, 19.6). Radio broadcasting in Norway is done. by
. ,. .. .

the state-owned Nors "Riks rimgkasting (M). As the only source of oral
9
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news, instruction, and entertainment reaching the entire population, this

institution is in an extremely sensitive position with repectto language

and has Vetn subjected to pressures fitim competing groUps lobbying in sup-

port of the two language varieties in Norway. As early as 1935, the

Norwegian parliament voted that "Nh should be so operated that the Ian-,

guage controyersy is not unnecessarily sharpened."

In the late 1950's, groups of listeners started a campaign

against the NRK for its language policy. The campaign came to focus on.:,

reports that Si !..d

.theMteorological Ins
saying sne, 'snow' d
he usedilistead of he r
reading the daily weathe

discussion about the
jocularly, called, fill

J. Smebye, weatherman in
tute, had been forced to stop
'ellene, 'the mountains' which
citure sn4 and'fjella When
reports on the radio. The
inable snowman,' as he was

papers in 1955-1956.

In 1958, the d spute reached parliament, andthe Minister of

Education reassured the public that people appearing on NRK would have
4

full freedom to use the language form and choice of words that comes :

natural to them. Nevertheless, the, dispute continued inside and outside

of parliament and; in 1962, a new code concerning language usage was

adopted with the result that NRK relieved Sigurd Smebye from his task of

reading the weather reports for refusing. to conform to the new code. This

made him a hero among supporters of one language variety and a villain

among supporters of the other. Although he had not lost his job, he took

the case to court on the plea that he had been discriminated against for

using his own natural speech. After winning the case on a technicality,

he returned to his job of weather-reporting. /

This anecdote, amusing though it is, says something about the

importance of broadcasting in crystallizing and focusing language attitudes.

O
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However, it should be remembered that attitudes toward language may vary
.

greatly with the composition of speech communities. The exact experience

in Norway may or may not generalize to other parts of the world. Never-

theiless, the sensitivity of the language issue cannot be minimized.

Language Standardization
-r

. .

Not all languages have standard varieties, but for those that

do, the standard- language can be advanced by the broadcasting system

(Fishman, 1972a). Here it is useful to distinguish between speech vari-

eties that are experientially acquired and those'that are referentially

acquired.

In most large and diversified speech communities, some language

r
varieties are acquired 'rough actual verbal interaction within particular

.

networks, while other varieties are acquired and reinforced through symbolic

integration within re erence networks that usually do not exist in any

physical sense. "The 'nation' or the 'region' are likely to constitute a

speech community of this latter type and fhe standard ('national'). language

or the regional lOguage is likely to represent its corresponding linguistic

variety" (Fishman, 1972a). It is the standard language that is normally

considered most appropriate for use in the broadcast media; its use in

those media may in turn help to reinforce its position as the "standard"

variety.

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTIME RESEARCH

Research on many of the problIms mentioned here must contend

first of all with the scarcity of appropriate international data on-lan-

guage and broadcasting. Concerning language data, Fishman (1968) notes

.

0/
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that: "In recent years, the absence of exhaustive international data on

language behavior has been bemoaned by a growing numbertf specialists."

The situation with regard to data on language use tin broadcasting is

equally dismal, but-these observations are made, not to bemoan the absence

of data but rather to take noteofithe real-life context in which research

must begin if progress is to be made. .

Two broad lines of investigation are suggested by the approach

taken so far. One would be research aimed at measuring the effects of

language on broadcasting. The other, of course, would be research con-

cerning the influence of broadcasting on language.

As already suggested, there are numerous indications that lan-

guage acts as a powerful constraint on broadcast systems. But perhaps

much more can be learned about the manner in which linguistic diversity

influences the development and operation of broadcasting` systems.

Contrasting studies of the development of broadcasting in lin-

guistically different countries might shed light on the molding influence

of language. In some countries, the impact of language on the development

of a broadcasting system may be as great as the influence of commercial

interests in the development of American broadcasting. A related question

is how the presence or absence of a written tradition affects the develop-

ment of brodcasting.

The second line of research can make good use of an analytical

framework developed in the sociology of language.. Fishman'(1972a) has

developed a classification scheme which accounts for language shift in

variance terms. This scheme, as explained below, should be useful in

research that attempts to show that broadcasting causes changes in patterns

of language usage (language shift).
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Media Variance

Language may take the form of speaking, reading, or writing.

Measurement of language shift or maintenance might be quite different in

each of the three media.

Research showing that variance in language shift-can be accounted

for in part by media considerations might help to answer a number of pro-

vocative questions. For example, does the effect of broadcasting on lan-

guage differ significantly depending on whether the receiving speech--

community possesses a written language? Do radio and television; with
,

their heavy reliance on spoken language, influence the amount of reading

and writing that takes place in literate cultures? By leaping the literacy

barrier, does broadcasting decrease the incentive to become literate?

Overtness Variance

Degree of language maintenance or shift may also be quite dif-

ferent in relation to three levels of overtness: inner speech, compre-

hension, and production (Fishman, 1972b). This is a particularly important

factor in-relation to the linguistic consequences of broadcasting because

of the possibility, that significant effects might show up in terms of

comprehension but not production. For example, the language variety used

in nationwide broadcasting, probably the standard variety, Might become

comprehensible throughout a country while never becoming part of the overt

repertoires of many individuals.

According to Fishman (1972a), even though the adoption of a

language variety may be quite uniform and official far,an entire couritry:
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... it may remain, an entirely passive rather than
active ccnponent in the repertoire of many interaction
networks. Thus, even though television viewing and
radio listening are most frequent and prolonged among
the lower. classes, their overt repertoires seem to
be little influenced by such viewing or listening.

Domain Variance

Measurement of language shift or maintenance resulting from .

(broadcasting must also take account of different language domains. These

are societally or institutionally clusterable occasions in which one lan-

guage variety is habitually used rather than another. For example, domains

might include home, school, church, or work. There are indications that

this Concept is useful in the analysis of large-scale sociolinguistic

,patterns (Fishman, 1972a).

The major difficulty with domain analysis is the lack of agree-

ment among investigators as to what constitute the important domains of

language behavior. Further research is needed to Overcome this difficulty.

,

The various domains and the appropriate usage in each
domain must be discovered from the data of numerous
discrete situations anj,,the-shifting or nonshifting
which- they reveal: This is a central task of descrip-
tive sociology tl"

reveal.,,;

and it can only be accom-
plished by painstaking-research utilizing all the

/,a4rairable social science methods: participanf-abser-
ition interviews, surveys and experiments, too.
(Fishman, 1972a)

Given the concerns of this paper, it is hoped that future research

will treat radio listening and television viewing as separate domains of

language behavior. The sheer number of hours devoted to these two media

in many countries would seem to argue in faVonof this approaCh.

G
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The use of Fishman's classification scheme or same variation of

it allows the construction of a dominance configuration showing which lan-

guagetarieties dominate in a given speech community. Such measures,

perhaps with refinement, will be necessary in order to empirically test

the impact of cross-cultural broadcasting on human language.

For reasons already stated, we have dealt almost, entirely with

descriptive material and anecdotal evidence concerning the linguistic

aspects Of broadcasting. Within this limitation, however, some of the

problems have been identified that confront those who make language and

broadcasting policy. If any one point.comes through clearly and unequi-

vocally, hopefully it is that language policy and broadcasting policy are

interd4endent. The hope is that some of the pr9lems mentioned here

will form the basis for frilitful policy research, research that in turn

might lead to enlightened policy coordination.

MOW
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CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

INTRODUCTION

Plato's classic story of the shadows in the cave applies to our

understanding of the psychological effects of cross-cultural broadcasting.

All we see directlyare shadows on a wall, the hazy outlines of some reality

that has not been seen directly. In the absence of any direct perception,

it was not surprising that the cave-dwellers who saw those shadows disagreed

about their origins and the nature of whatever it was that was casting

the shadows.

There are no priequivocal statements to be made about'croSs-

culttiral bro asting's psychological effects at this time. They remain

shadows on the wall, too little understood, too flimsy to support much .

confidence, and at the same time susceptible to the various possible inter-

pretations that provide the fuel for a gteat debate. But, we believe

that it is possible to observe some things directly, that we need not always

settle for an inference beased on a Shadow.. In looking for evidence about

the psychological effects that might come from cross-cultural broadcasting,

we have fdund a'lack of hnid data and-only a few studies that may give

hints about the actual effects -- a few shadows. We will try 6 describe

those shadows and discuss what possibilities ekist for, better perceptions.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF CROSS-CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING

Before assuming that meaning can be communicated across cultures,

it will be useful to examine the research that has been done about the
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possibility of communicating concepts from one culture to another. Charles

Osgood has been associated with this type of work for many years, parti-

cularly in the development of the semantic differential.

The semantic differential is a method that compares the semantic .

space of persons in different cultures. As Osgood (1974a) explains it,

the semantic differential is meant to investigate whether meanings are

universal.

To determine the functional equivalence in usage (meaning)
of scales in different languages independent Of transla-
tion, we must put them into a single mathematical space
15F-analysis, and this requires that at least one of the
three sources of variance (subjects', scales, and concepts)
be shared. Subjects are obviously different and the
scales are quite varied, so that leaves us with concepts ....

Now suppose that Scale #21 for AE (American English) is
good - bad' -and that Scale #37 for JP (Japanese) is iwa-

matsu (meaning what, we have no idea); further suppose
that there is a high correlation between AE good-bad
and JP iwa-matsu scales. What does this mean? It means
that, regardless of the translation, we can conclude that
the Japanese use-their iwa-matsu to differentiate among
the 100 translatiOn-equNTIZETEOncepts in a way.that is
functionally equivalent to the way Americanstuse their
ood-bad scale. We are thus applying the.psycholinguistic.

danguages.e on of similarity an

across languages.
in

istribution of usage

In his studies with American subjects only, Osgood (1952; Osgood

and Tannenbaum, 1955) was able to'factor-analyze his data and isolate two,

and then three, factors that accounted for large portions of the variance.

These factors were clusters of evaluative scales (good-bad, fair-unfair,

etc.), activity scales (fast-slow, active-passive, etc.), and potency scales

. (strong-weak, heavy light, etc.).

The first cross-cultural study with the semantic diffetential

came in 1956, when Kumata and Schramm tackled the question empirically.
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Using bilingual foreign students (Japanese and Korean) and American stu-

dents, they found two factors -- evaluation and potency -- to be used

.d,0m*pantly by these three language groups. Kumata and Schramm saw this

-as a remarkable correspondencd across cultures, and suggested a trial

with monolinguals. This encouraged a series of studieslon cross-cultural,

cross- language generality of the connotative semantic structures that the
stl$5

{semantic differentiak was designed to measure.

'Triandis and Osgood (1958) found a high degree of similarity in

the basic semantic structures used by both monolingual Greek and American

college students. They were able to show haw Greeks and Americans differ

in their usage of certain individual descriptive Scales and in their

meanings for certain concepts. The semantic differential, they suggested,

would appear to be adaptable for the cross-cultural study involved in

anthropology and the comparison of cultures.

Another study with bilinguals, by Suci (1960), supported previous

findings. "The factor structures of a sample of semantic scales indicated

that Zuni, Hopi, Spanish, and English-speaking subjects define a semantic

space with similar evaluative and dynamic dimensions." Like Kumata and

Schramm; Suci found two factors to be dominant the evaluative and the

potent. The latter was a combination of activity and potency.. For the

Navajo subjects, however, these factors did not account for the variance

found -- a divergence Suci saw as calling for further research, but not

one to discredit the similarities discovered among the other language

groups.

The continuing research remained more than proMising as far as

validating the semantic differential as a cross-cultural tool. Sagara,
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et al. (1961) analyzed the semantic structure of the Japanese college

student. When their findings were compared to Osgood's, certain differences

showed up in that the Japanese hafour main factors. One factor was

activity, one potency, and two separate evaluatives weredistingUished.

Later investigators (Tanaka, Oyama, and Osgood, .1963) evidently have not

felt that these two evaluative factors were really distinct; they read

the Sagara study as a confirmation of the findings of Osgood. In fact

and Sagara, et al. note this in their report -- another Japanese study

reported by Watanhe, et al. (1959) found that the Japanese did have the

three main factors first put forth by Osgood and that there was not a

significant differencebetween the semantic structure of Japanese and

American English.

In 1962, Osgood reviewed the status of the semantic differential

in terms of its generality, both across-concepts and across people. He

was able to report the studies of Bopp (1955) and Wrigley and Neuhaus (1955)

that supported the use of the semantic differential with both schizophrenics

and normals. McClelland, First, and Whitaker (1960, a personal communication

to Osgood) are cited for showing the stability and.reliability of semantic

factor structures among groups with varied educational background. Ware'

(1958) had hypothesized that more intelligent people would show greater

.dilrersity in their semantic space, but in fact he found no relation.

Writing for anthropologists two years later, Osgood (1964) could

state that the major hypothesis of cross-cultural research with the'semantic

differential -- that human beings share a common framework for differenti-
,

--atifig the affective meaning Of signs -- is clearly borne out. The ,three

-factors that Osgood's rough survey of written field reports indicated in

1952 still stood:

6' ,
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The highly generalized nature of the affective reaction
system -- the fact that it is independent of any parti-
cular sensory modality and yet participates with all of
them .-- appears to be the psychological basis for the

universality of three factors of Evaluation, Potency,
and Activity, as well as the basis for synesthesia and
metaphor. That is, it appears to be because such diverse
sensory experiences as a white circle (rather than black),
a straight line (rather than crooked); a rising melody
(rather than a falling one), a sweet taste (rather than
a sour one), a caressing touch (rather than an irritating
scratch) can all share a common affeZtive meaning that
one can easily and lawfully translate from one modality
into another in synesthesia and metaphor. The labelling
of this shared affective response is apparently uncovered
in the factor analysis of adjectives.

Osgood was quick to point out, as he had repeatedly, that the semantic

differential taps only one aspect of meaning -- one that is important,

but only one. This is the emotive or affective aspect as contrasted with

the descriptive aspect, the connotative as compared with the denotative.

The semantic differential technique is not, therefore, an ex-

hauStive index of meaning, but a measure of the connotations of words --

their emotive and affective aspects.

Further studies have continued to support the cross-cultural

possibilities of the semantic differential. These include Tanaka and

Osgood (1965), Tanaka (1967), Zax and Takahashi (1967)? Stricker, Takahashi,

and Zax (1967). An important study is the one by Jansen and Smolenaars

(1967), which was computed over 15 languages:

Theoretically the most important finding has been the
one of stability of the so-called semantic space. No
matter which collection of concepts is being judged,
and which kind of subjects one uses, the three factors
evaluation, potency, and activity can nearly always be
found.

[To be rigorous] ... results obtained with translated
semantic differential items have not been used as evi-
dence. The procedure has been to build up the semantic

Gti
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differential in each language/culture from material in
that country, thereby replicating elsewhere the pro-
cedure originally developed in the United States.

.. The results of these analyses, so far computed on
fifteen languages, point strongly in the direction of
parallelness regarding the several factor structures.
The hypothesis of the intercultural generality of
affective meaning systems can be sustained to a large
degree.

This work by Jansen and Smolenaars is part of an international project

under Osgood's direction to demonstrate the similarity of semantic struc-

ture across languages and cultures.
4

Many studies have already been carried out using the semantic

differential as a presumably valid, reliable tool. Rabin (1959) used the

semantic differential to study the affective meaning systems of respondents

to the Rorschach ink-blot test. Takahashi (1965) noted differences in the

semantic structure between Japanese collegians and Japanese juvenile

delinquents. Helper and Garfield (1'965) were able to assess the relative

acculturation of subgroups of minority populatbns -- in this case, Ameri-

can Indian and white'adoleiCents. Stricker and Zax (1966) found a positive

relationship between intelligence and the ability to use semantic space --

a finding not in agreement with that of Ware (1958). Morsbach and Morsbach

(1967) put the semantic differential to use in investigating occupational

stereoteypes among various subgroups in South Africa. Schuh and Quesada

(1967) compared the attitudes of American and Filipino collegians, Guggenheim

and Hoem (1967) the attitudes of Lapp and Norwegian children. Rabin and

Limuaco (1967) worked with Rorschach tests again; their comparison of the

semantic differential scores of Americans and Filipinos led them to

question the universal application of the-Rorschach. Clare (1968) and
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NEW SECTION

VISUAL PERCEPTION

Semantic space has been explored to some degree by the semantic ,

differential and other tools, as we have seen. Cross - cultural televisions
O

broadcasting suggests a further question as well: how much cross cultural

commonality exists in terms of what people see? Is there. something culturally

distinct about the way people perceive a visual image? Can Western broadcasters

exhibit their television programMing without worrying about a lack of

understanding by non-Western viewers? -

Browne (1967), in his discussion of the problems in international

television, cites some anecdotes that make it difficult for anyone to assume

that a universal visual language exists any more than, a universal written

language or spdken'language exists. One of the best known incidents that'he

mentions is the one documented by Holmberg (1960) fromiEhe community development

project in Vicos, Peru, that used a fiIm..to show how community hygiene might

ro

be improved. .
The showing of a public health film at Vicds revealed thatthe
picture had failed to convey its intended message, for each scene_
was understood as a separate incident. The audience was wholly
unable to see any connection between the film and its own life,
and it misunderstood any features,that were not compleiely,realistic.
When lice were depicted as larger than life, the conclusion was--:
that they were an entirely different species of animal.

Holmes (1963) describes the misunderstanding of some visual aids

in Kenya. Visual expressions were, devised:to teach latrine building, the

boiling'of drinking water, the dangers of poison and high:voltage electric

lines. But in testing the extent of comprehension'of these visual aids by

a group of Kenyans, it was found that some of the pictures were incorrectly

.
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Interpreted by as many as 94 percent of the spondents. Western 'visual

symbols, like Western speech, have iversal' meaning.

Sometimes, visua symbols convey a meaning that is not intended

at all. Anthropo ists' data provide examples of the intersecting and

collisio f Symbols among'various cultures. Doob (1961) cites several of

ese example

Aga and again flits are reported to fairbecause they are
no daptedo the audience at hand. An educational picture produced

Nigeria, and aiming to instruct mothers there on how to bathe a
baby offendswoten in Uganda: a child, they say, should not be-
shown naked,.and his head must be washed first, not last ....
Even what,, appear to be universally acceptable 'cartoons can cause
trouble. Some Congo soldiers during World War II, meeting Donald'
Duck for the first time,-threw stones at the screen because they
thought they were being ridiculed': "Animals donvi talk," they
Shouted; "whOeVer saw a dutk-in uniform?" .... _

Almost any international traveler can add further examples, some

huMdious, some embarassing, some dangerous. Anecdotes are,suggestive pf a

need for research into what some are now calling,."visual literacy."

Dondis (1973) analyzes-the components of visual literacy in h4
611

recent book. He,provides an.explahation of the visual ''alphabet," it thp

hope that visuals pay colt to fulfill McLuhan's vision of the global village.

11e describes shape, directidn, tone; color, texture, scale,Ipiimension; and

,movement - with the view that these elements are more easily understood

than are the complexities of language.

Language separates,. nationalizes; the visual anneals. Language.
is complex and difficult; the visual is' as fast as the Speed.of
light ana can instantaneously express many ideas., these basic .

-elements are the essential visual means. .Proper understanding
of their character and working-is the basis for a language that
will recognize.no' boundaries or barriers.

He notes too some psycho-physiological aspects of visual,perception

. go.

that have been observed in Western culture; the tendency to organize all

M.
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visual cues into the simplest forms possible; the automatic'relating of

visual cues' with identifiable similarities; the overriding need for balance;

the compelling connection of visual units born of proximity; the favoring

of,left over right, and the lower over the upper areas of a viewing field.

Dondis' explication of visual literacy, however, makes no claim to touch non-

Western culture. What he does do is to make us aware of the phenomenon of

visual literacy*and.the many factors that make it up.

But cross-cultural research is beginning to study visual perception.

Egly (1974)4_directed an investigation in several African countries, a study

he called a "pedagogical exploration."'The min goal of the study, conducted

with iuivo'rt from Unesco and the Agence de Cooperation Culturelle et Technique
0.,

(ACCT), was to find a set of characteristics, both for form and content, for

teaching visual aids that'could be useful in a maximum number of African

countries. Secondary goals covered many other questions, including:

to lay the basis for a future manual that would be useful in promoting

international visual communication by cassette or by satellite;

to learn how foreign educational programs would be received;

to sketch practical' guidelines about the production of programs for

audiences from diverse backgrounds;

to improve possibilities for cross-cultural television in-the near

future:

What were the problems facing cross-national educational television

at this point? As Egly and his group saw -the problems, they were principally

pedagogical (style, curriculum, and methodi differences) and cultural

(values, customs, nuances).- Programs have to be adapted,to locally felt

needs, even if the programs are not produced in the same country.
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In broad terms, the research involved showing dubbed educatiojl

television programming from Sweden, Great Britain, France, Canada, the United

States, and Niger to school children in Senegal, Dahomey, Gabon, Tunisia,

Congo-Brazzaville, and the Ivoiy Coast. Over the course of one week, the

students would view four or five programs per d4,, a total of twenty-two

programs.

The researchers, by interviewing the students and teachers afterWards,

found that the television programs had awakened new interest among the

students. The students recognized that the programs were for them in a way

that traditional teaching was not. This feeling stimulated their interest

and led them to more active participation even after the week of televised

instruction was over. Teachers discovered that they had a new kind of student -

one who was less passive, one whu wanted opportunities to participate and

respond to the learning process.

P\ The teachers came to realize what television had done for the

students. It had guided the students through a visual perceptual experience

and led them to a new level of verbalization. The research team judged this

impact of television to be indicative of the medium's educational effectiveness.

In one week, television had succeeded in making all the teachers reflect

about the tipe.of relationship they had previously had with their students.

The great discovexy of the television' week for the teachers was that the

pupils had something to contribute to the class, that the teacher could

expect something from the student.

Furthermore, on the matter of cross-cultural broadcasting, the

research team reported no major problems. The transmissions were effective

. and the difficulties far from prohibitive.
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This joint study did not employ the quantitative measures that

generally characterize scientific research. Its findings were gleaned less

systematically, by observation and conversation. The scope of this study

represents a real strength, however. Because it covered so many different

countries, the observations of the research team ber some weight. The

researchers' suggest further lines of investigation for.a continuing study of

the criteria for cross-cultural broadcasting guidelines. Their work represents

the most ambitious effort of its kind so far.

Finally, the research of a team in South Africa bears directly

on the question of visual perception differences between persons of different

cultures (Duncan, Gourlay, and Hudson, 1973). From a brief review of the

literature on cross-cultural perceptual differences, they develop the working

hypothesis that such differences are culturally determined, that they are not

innate to a given cultural,group. In their research on school children, the

investigators tried to obtain estimates of the modal responses of different

ethnic groups with, various sets of visual stimuli and to estimate the variation

among these groups. Basically, they showed ten series of pictures to ten

groups of children urban European, urban and rural Bantu, rural Zulu,

and rural Tsonga groups, with boys and girls in,pach group.

They fundamentally confirmed their hypothesis: that, since Western-

style artistic conventions were bein used as perceptual stimuli,.there

would be a direct relationship between perceptual response and degree of

t ,accultutation to the Western mode. Not only did the white sample show considera

more facility in the interpretation of the pictures over the Bantu groups,

but the urban Bantu were superior to the rural Bantu groups.

Hudson et al. conclude that education in visual literacy is:called for
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One may take a step farther here, and propose that, for pictorially
deprived groups., there should be remedial training programmes in
pictorial perception, which will enable them to make better use of
illustrative didactic material. Educational practices today rely
heavily on pictorial perception, and make major use of visual aids.
TWoalternatives then face the educationist in Africa. Either
pictorial material must be designed to suit the varying need's of
specific ethnic groups, or school children in all ethnic groups
must be trained to understand the use of pictorial material. ,

The second alternative would appear to offer the only practical
solution to thVproblem.

If television is available, it can be a prime force in providing new visual

experiences, but this process should be done gradually. Too often the

introduction of innovations has ignored the cultural sensitivities of the

people receiving them.

Therefore, both research findings and much anecdotal material

indicate that different cultural groups perceive visual stimuli differently.

From the results of the South African group just reported, it seems that

these differences result from different visual experiences. The environment

and the survival demands on different groups result in the learning of varying

perceptual cues.

The implications for cross-cultural broadcasting are fairly clear.

It is possible to present visual images to different cultures, but the visual

patterns of those cultures have to be taken into account. By exposure to new

visual situations, varying cultural groups can learn new, common perceptual

cues. Conventions and symbols have to be learned, but in fact they can be

learned. There is not anything intrinsically impossible about cross-cultural

visual communication.

Television producers interested in useful communication with groups

not accustomed to television should proceed with caution. Images used should

be simple ones, building on what the audience is familiar with and leading
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gradually into new experiences and abilities. Producers cannot expect their

own visual languages to be understood any more than. they can expect to

broadcast successfully in their own spoken languages. Yet visual language

seems to offer greater promise for universal communication. The conventions

of visual perception can be shared more rapidly than can the complexities

of spoken languages. Broadcasting can broaden the experience of many groups

now isolated from each other. This is the promise that has long been recognized

There seem to be no innate. obstacles to this communication in the perceptual

apparatus of differing cultural groups.
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McNeil (1968) both used the semantic differential to mirror differences

in respondents.' Clare showed the effects of occupational differences on

semantic differential scores, while McNeil was able to estimate degree of

socialization from the semantic differential scores.

This review of the literature on the semantic differential

serves the purpose of making explicit the research on cross-cultural

meaning. It shcows that cross-cultural communication is possi 1e to some

degree. Any objections to such coninunication can only be on the grounds

that it is done badly, not.that it is impossible to do at Certainly

there remains much to be learned about intercultural semantics; what has

been learned so .far, however, affirms the possibility of intercultural

communication. How this communication can be carried out in the current

political arrangement of our world with the current stage of corammication

technology -- these questions still lie before us.

THE CURRM DEBATE

As with other aspects of cross-cultural broadcasting, the

psychological effects are.not well studied, and are the focus of much

debate. "Plaza Sesamo," the Spanish version of the successful American

children's program PSesame Street," prOvides a prime example of this de-

bte. Educators, researchers, and concerned people fran many areas have

argued forcefully for or against the distribution of this program in Latin

America.

The heart,of the matter lies in the expectations that the de-

baters have for this or any other program. Those who support "Plaza

Sesamo" have hopes that teaching children the basics of numbers and letters
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may have long-range benefits for Latin America. The opponents of this

view base themselves in a psychological context, pointing out the world-

view that is offered by the program and criticizing the producers for not

being aware (or, at times,%for being all too aware) of that worldview.

Armand Mattelart (1974) writes most forcefully :in stating this position.

Sesame Street-Plaza Sesamo, as the Chilean viewer can
learns from Monday to Friday at 18 o'clock, contains
no other explicit messages except those strictly peda-
gogical. On this level, of course, it is proper to
ask the question (and we know in advance that the reply
will be negative), whether there exists any 'strictly,
pedagogical' message or purpose, or in other words,
neutral. In any event, Plaza SeSamo does not .scream
any slogans. As the enthusiastic propagatbr of the
serial, lUNESCO Courier,' wrote in oneof its.reCent
issues, it has simply undertaken to teach children the
alphabet, numbers, and the rudiments of arithmetic in
order to extend their vocabulary -and encourage their
ability to think.

It would have been better to say, 6 look at the world,
around Plaza Sesamo.. And, as we shall soon.see, it is
a very special world. And which, as everything.else, is
defined by'its most trivial, 'most innocent,' mbst
neutral' characteristics.

What is interesting, however, is that all this instruc-
tion which is provided along with the learning.of
letters and numbers, is not 'so easy to inveigh against.
Children are to 'open their eyes and look at the world
around them,'"it is suggested. The world that was
chosen for this purpose (and in this sense the term
'neutrality' becomes increasingly less tenable) is the
world of the North American middle classes, from which
the children's reading figures hail and which Plaza
Sesamo presents to the children of Latin America.

This point of view is not without empirical support. Two studies

that show-how television can be a vehicle for escapist fantasy are those

by `Greenberg (1970). and by Colomina de Rivera (1960. Colomina de Rivera

sampled 1000 housewives in Maracaibo, Venezuela; she found a positive 4
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relation between identification with television and radio novelas and low

socio-economic levels. Poor women used television and radio as a way to

cope with their difficult life-situations. Novelas gave them an escape

from the dreariness surrounding them. The author criti6zed this result,

feeling that the poor of Maracaibo should be encouraged to escape from

their poverty by changing their situation if possible, not by fantasizing

about other worlds of wealth and romance that the novelas provide.

Greenberg studied the poor in American cities, particularly the

black poor,-in terms of-their media use and the role of the media in their

lives. He found that low-income people view much more television than the

rest of the American society does; the poor start watching early in the

morning and continue until late'at night. Poor blacks especially use

televisionds 'A'SOurce''of social information or of thrills and excitement,

put results are inconclusive that television may serve to reduce anxiety

by allowing easy escape into a fantasy world. So, Greenberg's study only

corroborates Colcminade Rivera in a partial way, though he concludes with

further observations that are of interest.

Content analysis of television programming has empha-
sized that the television world is exaggerated and
emphasizes the values and means of white upper-middle
class society. Frequently, blacks have been shown in
inferior roles and occupations. Until recently they
have been entirely missing from advertisements. Thus,
TV -- the principal communication link between the
majority society and the ghetto black and the poor --
gives at best a distorted view. There is same evidence
that television recently has encouraged political parti-
cipation among blacks. However, the general conclusion
is thatMedia content does little to break down and may
in fact.encourage the isolation of the poor and ghetto
black from the majority society.
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It is clear that among neither group of urban poor people does

television fit in with the environment. Television comes from another

culture, and asks viewers to enter that culture vicariously. Mattelart's

criticism would be that television does not create a Critical consciousness

within the poor communities by which they might confront their own situation.

The pattern of ccimmunication in these two instances, and in mass

communication generally, is a one-way pattern where a group of producers

does most of the sending and a large-audience does most of the:receiving.

This pattern has implications of its own. Bavelas and his associates

(Leavitt, 1951) brought out clearly, in laboratory groups, some of the

results of certain communication patterns. They showed that position in

a communication pattern determines largely both the assumption of certain

group functions and the probability of being perceived as a-leader. In

other words, communication patterns tell us a great deal about the structure

of relationships within any group. Mass communication tends to minimize

the participation of the audience; the producers have the leadership role.

Uniformity prevails in,a situation where the spontaneity of the audience is~

not solicited.

Is uniformity desirable, orshould more spontaneity be made a

priority? There are two sides to this question as well, particularly id

the use of mass media in developing countries. Beeby (1966) has distinguished

four stages in the education process; only the fourth or most'advanced stage

includes genuine student participation.* He feels that educational systems

* First Stage:

Second Stage:

Third Stage:

Fourth Stage:

poorly trained teachers, vague curriculum, rote learning
fairly trained teachers, rigid curriculum not adapted to
situation, passive students

better trained teachers with self-confidence to enrich and
adapt the curriculum, curriculum adaptable, students become
active

well-educated, well-trained teachers; much student initia-
tive and participation; curriculum is individualized.
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have to go through all four stages, so there are certain times in the

history of a nation when, according to Beeby, it is both proper and neces-

sary that the' instructional system be quite uniform.

Richard Sherrington (1973) expands on Beeby's concept and applies

the use of communication technology to these four stages. He points out

that developing_ countries are at a lower level in their educational system,

and that the utilization of technology there will be different than in a

developed country's educational system. While developed countries can

encourage greater creativity, the less developed countries have to prepare

students for certain slots in the economy. His ideas are quite thought-

provoking.

Politically and economically it makes sense to encourage
(and sometimes enforce) uniformity in the educatiori

system at lower levels of development.

Naturally, this presents problems for educational innova-

tion. It is not possible for development to occur in

one sector of the system, which then jogs other sectors

into reappraisal .... The best thinking of the educational

profession is therefore not required very often for deve-
loping educational systems, since it can create more
problems for a unifoim system than it solves.

And yet, paradoxically, it is in the situation Of low-

level educational development that the conditions exist

which educational technologists find ideal ,... Precisely
because the system is centrally controlled it has a
certain unity, and the introduction of technology can
immediately influence the entire system, rather than
remaining a fringe activity.' Precisely because the sys-

tem is national
t
uniform, and authoritarian, the tech-

nology has the mass distribution it requires. Education-

,it cannot produce tension, since it has to operate

within the terms of the system.

The most important point is to realize that the system,
within which the technology is to function, is different

from that of the fourth level of development ....
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Technology has to be sold to developing countries, not
as an educational aid like textbooks and wallcharts, but
as one element in a total educational system. To quote
the UNESCO:IIEP Report: 'The time has come for planners
to abandon the restrictive kind of thinking that asks
such questions as: What can television,do? What can
radio do? What can films do? What can programmed learn-
ing do? These should be replaced by: What is the prob-
lem we want to solve and the conditions surrounding it?
What combined system of teaching tools and learning ,

experiences, then, will most efficiently meet it?'

Sherrington's approach to the application of communication

technology seems to be one in which the decisions are made at a-higher

level for people-who are at a lower level. This posture is criticized

by many persons whose educational philosophy calls for participation of

the learners, no matter what the level. Most obviously, Paulo Freire's

Pedagogy of the Oppressed looks at the educational process as formative

of the learner's worldview, not only of his academic abilities. There-

fore, the structure of.the process has basic psychological implications.

(Sherrington would agree, but would come to a different conclusion about

the merits of those implications.) If the educational system promotes

unifOrmity and decision-making only at the top, in Freire's view, it has

failed to teach the most basic item: that each person can make decisions

about his own life.

Technology in communication, in the most usual broadcastihg forms

of radio and television, imposes a definite structure onto.the communica-

tions process. When this technology is used in the educational system,

the structure becomes part of the educational system too. From a psycho-

logical viRwpoint, precisely what are the effects of such a structure?

Do other benefits outweigh any drawbacks in the psychological area? Or

is the psychological postureof the listener so important and so basic

that learnidg benefits are not worth the price paid?
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Freire's own experience in Brazil prior to 1964 gives credibility

to his views. He was able to instill a critical consciousness in adults

while teaching them basic literacy skills. Research with small groups,

A
like that of Bayelas and Leavitt, tends to say that where communication is

one-way or dominated by one person, the social relationships are not those

of equals. Dependency develops. The structure of the communication set-

ting has a good deal to do with the self-image of the participants in rela-

tion to each other.

Freire (1970) explains his ideas about what the structure of the

educational process should be. In reading what he says, we can see the

debate that is generated when Freire's concepts are compared with those of

Sherrington. Freire describes a type of education where the teacher

"narrates" information and the students receive what the teacher explains.

Narration (with the teacher as narrator) leadd the students
to memorize mechanically the narrated content. Worse yet,

it turns them into 'containers,' into 'receptacles' to be
'filled' by the teacher. The more completely he fills the

receptacles, the better a teacher he is. The more meekly

the receptacles permit themselves to be filled, the better.
students they are.

Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which the
students are the depositories and the teacher is the
depositor. Instead of communicating, the teacher issues
communiques and makes deposits which the students patiently
receive, memorize, and repeat_ This is the 'banking' con-
cept of education, in which the scope of action allowed
to the students extends only,as far as receiving, filing,
and storing the deposits. Theyvdo, it is true, have the
opportunity to became collectors or cataloguers of the
things they store. But in the last analysis, it is men
themselves who are filed away through the lack of creativity,
transformation, and knowledge in this (at best) misguided
system. For apart from inquiry, apart from the praxis, men

cannot be truly human. Knowledge emerges only through in-

vention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient,
continuing, hopeful inquiry men pursue in the world, with

the world, and with each other.
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The issues of the debate are clear. On the one hand; there are

those who see educational technology as particularly appropriate for popu-

lations at a lower level of educational development, as necessary for

these populations to reach a level of creativity. On the other hand,,

there, are those who say that using education in this way, and a fortiori

using educational technology, makes it impossible for the audiedCe to

develop any creativity of their own; ihe.audience has to-be a part of the

education process in a participatory way for any education to occur. The

structure of the process constitutes an essential part of its results.

.STUDIES ON COWUNICATION'EFFECTS
0,.

What kinds of data do we have about the psychological effects

of broadcasting across cultures? Can we make any inferences from studies

that have some relation-to studies of cross-cultural broadcasting effects?

McMenamin (1974) examined the teacher'S image on television.

That is, does the teacher come across in'a d4ifferent way on television

than in the classroom, or is a televisd class pp different in this respect

from a "live" class,? lie asked whetherlthe personality traits of the tele-,

vision teacher are strengthened,or weakened, magnified or diminished, in

the viewer's eyes. What he found was that'the teacher lost'forcefulness

in the television class, compared with his image among those who him

in person. There is something about.the personal presence of the teacher

that adds to his message a certain dynamism
* .,,

tilt is lost when
I,

the message
.

,

is televised. The television teacher has to,be much more forceful and
.-

. ..
-.,.

dynamic to cane up to the same level of a forceful classroom teacher.

McMenamin points out in his conclusion that the viewer adds

something of his own to the televised teacher image, precisely because
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,
.

not the same kind of itige.that the' classroom teacher projects.
.. -. .7.

'. \..,

Ch television, the 'real! perSonality is viewed
Ahrough a different matrix of ense- ratios and is
seen as something different frcm its 'electronic',
counterpart. The absenCe of the living presence
is tomPensated for, but at the expense-6f force-.

- fulness. As the electronic image is 'fl shed out,'
the dots filled it, .and gie two-dime . ., figure
extrapOlated beyond the e. 'Ines o .4--

.
the

viewer is highly involved. He creates living
..- person out of an electroriic2image'by 'reading'
\ more into the image.than iS.there. A ehange.in
N sense ratios creates a ge in perception:

..

.., . ..-

While this is not the .kind of 'involvement that Freireand'others

talk about, it does 'modify toksdme d4Teeothe iclea that the,viewer-is.not
. .

active. The viewer, however,: in a posture oftre-acting to the .

. .

A

televised image. ,

Stanley Milgram and his associates (1qt3) conducted a series of

experiments to study possiblelinks'between television and anti-social

behavior. 'Through a series Of experimental design; they showed sequence

that.suggested stealing and then arranged it so that the subjects would be

Put into a situation where stealing was quite possible.' Through many dif-
,

ferent conditions and with several groups,of subjects,-the exp5ximentess
.

looked for the anti-social behavior; but they could find no firm connection

between the television sequence and subsequent behavior.' "We did our best. ,

to find imitative effectS,

result *

t all told, our search'1ielded negative

,'Phis st casts rther doubt on the
or

ideathat television is

autamaticall* effective with its message, parqiularly with an anti-social

message. While,there is a largeamount of research done on the effects

of antsocial behavior on media consumers and while it is clear that at
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least sane viewers (c1irdren particularly) can imitate what they see, it

remains true that most people, including children, resist the negative

suggestions of what they see. Just as earlier research showed that

audiences were not automatically convinced by advertising promotions,

the Milgran study and others show that anti-social behavior does not pene-

trate the vast majority, of the'aUdience. Therefore, generalizations about

media effects must be qualified. Data on media effects are not unequi-

vocal.

Nention"might also be made of some observations based not on

experimental data but upon experience'and anecdotal` evidence. Lloyd

Bostian (1970) offers some hypotheses about the flow of information in

non-induStrialized, mostly rural societies. He\focuses on mass media

messages and the two-step flow. According to Bostian, in societies of

this type, mass media messages are normally non-influential simply bec use

little feful information is carried and the people have few expectaiions

of receiving instrumental information through the mass media. Rarely,

therefore, does the two-step flow operate; opinion leaders are not accustomed

to get information from the media. However, if the media content does have

u7Sefulneskor interest in the local area, then the two-step flow operates4

at a higher level than in the developed countries. This is because normal

communication in the.rural, non-developed society is personal and local.

,e0Tostian further suggests that, in such a society, influence is

an important motivelor the relay of information. That is, most iinforma-
_

is relayed because of a persuasive element. There is a low degree

of inforfliation-Seekihg-and a high degree of information-sharing. This
. ,

increases passage of influence and influential information, versus a relay

. )

8'4 ir 7
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of news per se., But Bostian offers all these. generalizations tentatively.

"Since none of these generalizations is backed by sufficient data, all,

fpshould became hypotheses for future two-step flow research," His ides

lend caution,to,any hasty assumptions that communication flows in less

developed areas fit the patterns discovered by research elsewhere.-

Atta Koffi (1973), discussing, the possible effects of cross-

cultural broadcasting, asserts that:

... the co-existence of two different' cultures is only
fruitful if the people of a lower technical level are -

capable of analyzing the other_ culture and distinguishing
its positive elements from the superficial, which ex-
cludes 79 -90$ of Africa's population, since the most
informed are..the urban dwellers.

Koffi manifests strong feelings, based on the experiences of his own years

.

in the African milieu.

Edmund Carpenter (1972) has observed the reaction of traditional"

groups to innovations in the media. On his anthropological study-trips to

New Guinea, he has noted reactions that cause him to question the whole-

ovations like those. He describes a visit he made
sale introduction of inn

to the village of Sio, a remo

or soldiers or government

that came from it.

e mountain village touched only by missionaries

agents. He describes his visit and the results

Missionaries visit

a handful of stude
steel axes. ,Yet S
centers. Stone ax
cameras and recorders were absolutely unknown.

We gave each person a Polaroid shot of himself. At first
there was no understanding. The photographs were black
and white, flat, static, odorless -- far removed from any
reality they knew. They had to be taught to 'read' them:

io frequently; a local teacher his
s; itinerant traders leave, behind

o remains far removed kroM Western
s were still in use when we arrived;

,
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I pointed to a nose. in a picture, then touched the real
nose, etc. Often one or more boys would intrude into
the scene, peering intently from picture to subject, then
shout 'It's you!'

Recognition 'gradually came into the subject's face. And
fear. Suddenly he covered his mouth, ducked his head
and turned his body away. After this first startled
response, often repeated several times, he either stood
transfixed, staring at his image, only his stanach muscles
betraying tension, or he retreated from the group, pressing
his photograph against his chest, showing it to no one,
slipping away,to study it in solitude.
,

We recorded this over and over on film, including men re-
treating to private places, sitting apart, without moving,
sometimes for up to twenty minutes, their eyes rarely
leaving their portraits.

When we projected movies of their neighbors, there was
pandemonium. They recognized the moving 'images of film
much faster than the still images of photographs.

Seeing themselves on film was quite a different thing. It
required a minor logistic feat to send our negative out,
get it processed, then returned, but it was worth the
effort.

There was absolute silence as they watched themselves, a
silence broken only by whispered identification of faces
on the screen.

We recorded these reactions, using infrared light and film.
In particular, we recorded the terror of self-awareness
that revealed itself in uncontrolled stanach trembling.

The tape recorder startled them. When I first turned it
on, playing back their own voices, they lea*d away.
They urfderstood what was being said, but didn't recognize
their own voices and shobted back, puzzled and frightened.

But in an astonishingly short time;these villagers,
cluding children and even a few women, were making movies
themselves, takingFolaroid shots of each otier, and
endlessly playing with tape recorders. No longer fearful
of their own portraitt,men wore'them openly on their
foreheads.

When we returned to Sio, months later, I thought at first
we had mode a wrong turn in-the river network.' I didn't;
recognize the place. Several houses had been rebuilt in:
a-new style. Menvore Eurape51 clothing: They carried
themselves differently. They acted differently. Some

86
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had disappeared down river toward a government settle-
ment, 'wandering between two worlds/one dead, the other
powerless to be born.'

In one brutal movement they had been torn out of a tribal
existence and transformed into detached individuals,
lonely, frustrated, no longer at home -- anywhere.

I fear our visit precipitated. this crisis. Not our
presence, but the presence of new media. A more isolated
people might have been affected far less, perhaps scarcely
at all. But the people of Sio were vulnerable. For a
decade th4K had been moving imperceptibly toward Western
culture. Our demonstration of media tipped the scales.
Hidden changes suddenly coalesced and surfaced.

The effect was instant alienation. Their wits and sensi-
bilities, released from tribal restraints, created a new
identity: the private individual, For the first time,
each man saw himself and his environment clearly and he
saw them as separable.

Erich Kahler, in The Tower and the Abxss, speaks of the
end result on German soldiers in World War II of a century
of such conditioning to alienation; even during combat,
they exhibited no sign of emotion, not even fear or hate:
'these faces which had petrified into death masks.'

It will immediately be asked if-anyone has the right to
do this to another human being, no matter what the reason.
If this question is painful to answer when the situation
is seen in microcosm,, how is it answered when seen in. terms
of radio transmitters reaching'hundreds of thousands of
people daily, the whole process unexamined, undertaken
blindly?

ti

Carpenter is tplking about the change that a ,person undergoes

when he'recognizes himself as.an individual, apart from his environment

.

and apart from his,tribe. In his experience, the media were a catalyst

for this process. But he qualifies the universality of this reaction,

noting that tribes at different stages would respond,in a different way.
.
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CONCLUSIONS

Both the debate that is going on about cross-cultural communication

effects and the little research that has been done suggest that more focused'

,=studies are needed before we will have hard evidence on the psychological

effects of this type-of broadcasting, The subject involves so many different
tle

variables across so many different groups of people that easy answers are

unlikely to be found, no matter how much research is done.

The existing data does suggest, however, that the relative

power of the parties involved in* any communication has a great effect on

the-silf-perception of the audience. Lack of involvement and the reception

of broadcasting material passively is a constitutive element in the communi-

cation process; but even this, as we have seen, is subject to different

interpretations,as to its, desirability.. Just as American blacks have rarely

- found any of their life-experience broadcast into their homes, groups not

involved in production and not exposed to the life-sOlelof the groups that

produce programming -are not likely.to identify with what they see and hear

through the media.
ti

If up to now we only have shadows on the wall, nevertheless those

shadows are not that hazy. They seem to reflect something real in faithful

outline. Today's world cox tains many situations of _cross-cultural broad-,

casting, and the majority of these are situations in which those involved

are quite dissimilar and quite distinct in terms of participation level.

While more research can and should be called for, more reflection is pos-

sible and needed ri t now on what is desirable in terms Of cross-cultural

broadcasting. The psychological effects of the media that are presumably

possible need to be described in, greater detail; theni, judgments need-tg

be made about the value of three. effects.

8 8
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:Research could be carried out before large-scale implementation

of cross- cultural broadcasting through imaginative simulation designs.

Uninformed implementation carries a certain momentum, making it difficult

to "un-implement" if research reveals problems.

Carpenter's experience sensitized him to the implications of

cross-cultural broadcasting:

The dilemma I faced in New Guinea was this: I had been
asked to find more effeCtive uses for electronic media,
yet I viewed these media with distrust. I had been
-employed by government administrators who, however well-
intentioned, sought to use these media for human control.
They viewed media as neutral tools and they viewed
themselves as men who could be trusted to use them
humanely. I saw the problem otherwise.

I think media are so powerful they swallow cultures. I

think of them as invisible environments which surround
and destroy old environments. Sensitivity to problems
of culture conflict and conquest becomes meaningless
here, for media play no-favorites: they conquer all
cultures. One may pretend that media preserve arg-Tre-
sent the old by recording it on film and tape, but that
is mere distraction, a sleight-of-hand possible when
people keep their eyes focused on content.

1..t-is statements like this. and so many others that cry out for

more understanding of cross cultural media effects, that refuse to let

.us rest content with the present indistinct state of our knowledge -- mere

shadows on a wall.
ro
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CROSS-CULTURAL BROADCASTING: POLITICAL EFFECTS

Questions surrounding the effects of cross-cultural broadcasting

are more pronounced in the political arena than in the areas previously

touched on in this paper. In recent years, the temper of the debate has

intensified as the prospect of direct broadcasting-from space has come

closer to reality,. At the heart of the debate is the realization that

communication is power and that control over the mechanisms and content

of a nation's communication systems enables vested interests, be they

public or private, to control important aspects of a society's decision-

making apparatus as well as the cultural and political symbols that bind

a particular society together.

Most nations in the world continue to exercise direct control

over radio and television ioroadcasting. In this fashion they pursue a

number of objectives. Of ptime importance to, all governments is the

maintenance of social order.. By .controlling access to the air,waves, a

government protects.itself fram,those dissident elements of the popula-

tion who might wish to question publicly a particular government's author-

ity or legitimacy and thereby seek to undermine its power. The desire to

'develop and protect national identity is anotber reason why most govern-

ments have historically exercised rather strict proprietary control over

the broadcast media. Particularly.in multicultural states, radio and

television are called upon to present,anational integrated view of society

and to counteract the centrifugal forces stemming from diverse and often'

competing language,, cultural, and political loyalties. In addition, the

'r
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broadcast media are often relied upon to:perfOilm important instructional

and socializing tasks for the

media' or development efforts

the like, government agencies

government. By mobiliziqg 'the 'broadcast
. :; _

in education, health, family plinning, and

try notmly to disseminate vital informa-
.).

tion but also to support social change efforts at the local level. Although

,

projects of this kind have enjoyed, only mixed success, planners`throughout

the world are continuing to commit substantial human and material sources

to the design and implementation of development strategies inviAving the

mass media.

9 Against a backgro d of national security and a concern over

the Cultural integrity of states, the prospect of direct broadcasting from

satellites across national frontiers has raised dramatic and complex poli-

tical questions: The princ .al orum for debate on the subject has been.

the United Nations, especially UNESCO and the Working Group on Direct

Bfoadcast Satellites, a multi-disciplinary arm of the Committee on the

PeacefUl Uses of Outer Space. Although these Organizations have worked

hard in'recent years to delineate the numerous technical as"well as the

political issues involved in the governance of broadcasting from space,

their mandate has been clouded somewhat by the contradictory goals and

principles set forth in the UN Charter and related international Procla-''

matiOns. The UN Charter, for example, is premised on-"non-interference

in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State," yet Article XIX

th6Iiniversai Declaration of Human Rights proclaims that "everyone has .!)

the right toSeek, receive, and impart information and ideas through the

media and regardless of frontiers."' Although Article TX of UNESCO's

"Declaration of; Guiding Principles on_ the Use of _Satellite Broadcasting
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for the Free Flow of Information, the Spread of Education, and Greater

CUltural Exchange" reflects a more moderate position, suggesting that

states should take into account the principles of freedom of information

to "reach or promote agreements concerning direct satellite broadcasting

to.the populations of countries other than the Country of origin of the

transmission," many informed' observers agree with Marcel Bezencon (1973)

that the'entire issue is confused by the fact that what is formally pro-

* posed in one international proclamation or article is often disregarded

or contradicted in another.1,

Behind the ideals and principles expressed in international pro-

clamations, and echoed in the position papers submitted by various countries

to the'UN.committees on the future of direct broadcasting by satellite,

lies a conflict between two essential values: the so of

states in matters pertaining to communication across, national frontiers_

and the free flow of information. Most countries pay homage to both

values, but a close inspection of the positions advocatedoand the Votes

taken in the World Assembly reveals aiclear preference for one over the;

other. In the remainder of this section, we shall explore the essential' TN

differences between the two value positions, the reasons for such differ- ,

'ences, and the possible grounds and strategies for their acCommodation in

the years ahead..

le0
Many of the advocates of the strict sovereignty of states posi-

tion with regard to direct broadcast satellites perceive themselves to be

in an economically and politically dependent position vis-a-vis the rela-

tively few countries which have the technological prowess and financial,

capability to build, launch, and maintain such satellites. A grolling

4

er of Third World politicians fear that their countries' dependency .

J
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on foreign broadcast technology and programming will be intensified in

the future if steps are not taken now to develop and protect native com-

munication industries. According to Armand Mattelart Theotonio

Dos Santos (1970), and other critics of the current situation, a failure

to stem the tide of imported technology will only reinforce the

"nightmarish realization" that basic decisions regarding communication

policies will continue to'be forfeited to outsiders.2 The sense of vul-

nerability perpetuated by unequal access to satellite technology is the

most common political theme'unitig the advocates of a strong nationaliitic

approach.to the development and cuntrol of direct brOadcasting from space.

The dependency of Third World television' systems on imported

programming has been decried for some time, but only-recently has research

evidence been amassed to quantify the degree of such dependency. In a

recent UNESCO study (1974), researchers from the Uniirersitiof Tampere in
0 1

Finland esmated the ratio of communication flow between Western countries

and the developing world, at 100:1, with the US. foreign sales of TV, programs

s'A alone exceeding 100,000 hours per year.3 Ina similar vein, it has re-

cently been calculatea'that "Bonanza," the popular US Western featuring
4

the rough and tumble Cartwright- family, is the world's single most cxunon

oa' cultural, experience. "Bonanza" is viewed weekly by some 400,000,000

viewers and its 359 episodes are sufficient to fill the world's television

screens for many years to come.4 "Bonanza" and other syndicated enter= '

tainment shows are pirticularly appealing to struggling national broadcast

organizations that lack money and personnel and yet are committed to

.

operating a certain nurnber of,hours every day. According to Elliptt and
,

Golding (1974),'such organizatidns Can hardly affor not to tcy syndicated
,

- 3
,

4,

American films and television series.S The series. themselves are cheap

(
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- compared to the costs of producing local shows and, as Schiller (1969)

has argued, the US television 'networks retain a virtual monopoly over

program imports in many countries by charging only what the individual

markets will bear.6 Reflecting on his expftience as founding director

of Israel Television, Elihu Katz (1971) has poignantly described just

how economic constraints determine the program menu of most national

television systems:

... the fact'is that one cannot produce whatever one
wants;.it'is simply wishful to believe that the message
is totally in one's hands. First of all, talent is
scarce: television devours talent, and then kills it.
Like talent, money is scarce in a small country, and
television is extremely expensive. It takes $10,000
to $15,000 to do a modest-half-hour variety show,
but -- here's the:rub -- it takes one-fiftieth of that
'to buy somebody*else's variety show, When the tempta-
tion to buy is so enticing, it is difficult to resist.
'And from here, it is an:easy step to the unfOrtunate
slogan that ... 'If you can buy it, don't make it.'7

There is also a groWing,realization among communication researchers'

and among governments that the international media system is not truly in-

ternational. Rather, it reflects the values and priorities of certain

, societies dispkoportionately with the dominant Countries acting as gate-

'74' keepers for communication in and between the poorer, developing nations.

That problem has both hardware and programming dimensions and each is viewed

warily by those who view the advent of direct broadcasting by satellite as

merely the next stepin the extension of political influence of the rich

countries over the Third World. Such influence, the critics argue, will

only enhance peTy pier of the program exporters and erode

further the freedom of the importing counties to develop self-reliant

broadcasting systems capable of expressing indigenous cultural values.

4- J
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Despiteacknowledgement of their dependency on outside programs

and broadcasting models and a growing commitment to assert indigenous

values, many countries are stillstymied in their efforts to brinkabout

fundamental reforms. Part of the, reason maybe traced to the economics of

the problem cited above; smaller countries sipply, cannot afford to produce

much on their own. An equally important deterrent to reform, however, is

the fact that the model of broadcasting imported and sustained fravabroad

serves certain internal interest gioups. Dependency customarily has an

internal as well as'an international face and the emphasis on entertain-

ment programming and the escapist formats of most imported television
A

series may promote the canmercial interests of the elite elements of

society. Only recently have critics in and out of government begun to

question the appropriateness'of such a steady television diet of enter-,

tainment progragning and its relationship to individual values and societal

goals. Is not a rise in social frustration and tension inevitable, the

critics ask, if the standard of life. portrayed through the media is avail-

able to only a tiny fraction of a nation's people? Regrettably, even in 1,

those instances where nations have.reduced the proportion of-imported

material tirbadcast each day, the, indigenously-produced programs offered

in their place have often only imitated the same narrow range of consumer

values' and aspirations. Thisitrend has also thwarted the emergence of

creative talent and themes related to national development objectives.

In sum, dependency theorists as well as nationalistic media plan-

nets argue that direct broadcasting from space will only exacerbate the

existing inequal'ities in international communication flows, thereby
9

weakening even further the position of the poorer countries. Furthermore)
.
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they question the efficacy of Satellite technology as a means for en- 4(

couraging local development and participation. The scale and concentra-

tion of resources necessary to install a satellite distribution and

reception system in the long run may only reinforce the political power

and prestige of forces dedicated to the maintenance of the status quo.

For this reason, thelhird World nations have joined the coalition of

socialist countries in demanding stricter controls over the development

and use of satellites in the years ahead. The nature of these controls

is summarized below.

The defenders of the sovereignty of states position with respect

to direct broadcast satellites adhere with varying degrees of intensity to

I
one or more of the following three principles:

1. that, no country s all undertake direct broadcasting

by satellite to another country without prior consent
of the latter;

2. that governments be held responsible for any broad-
casts emanating from within their territories (whatever
the source);,and, '

.

3. that,in.the long,run, any state by entitled to parti-
cipate.in activities which involve broadcasts whose
scope encompasses territories under its julisdiction,.

T

These principles were spelled out most.recently in draft documents pre-
,

sented to the Working Group on Direct Broadcast SAtellites in 1974 by the
A

4

USSR, Canada and Sweden, and-lArgentina, respectively:8 ,Together they re-

flect a view shared by most countries, but often for different reasons,

that binding action must "be taken now before state. sovereignty is actually

threatened by d' t satellite broadcasting. Because broadcasting is
o

already under tight control in most countries, the prospect of tighter

controls over international communication actually. represents no great

as
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policy cliangel In assessing this situation as well as the potential of

space communications for services to the peoples of the world. Oscar W.

Riegel (1972) has ruefully noted that, in the finil analysis:

0 international communication, whether by satellite
or otherwise, Nis,a. reflection of international.politiCs,
No cammUnications undertaking, however,innovativetS.
teChnology or universal its social potential; ean'rise ,

above, or aspire higher, than its mundane base in the
; politics of segmented national sovereignties.9

ProfessoriliegelJs rather fatalistic assessment is not shared r,

by the relatively few countries thA adhere to an undiluted Eree flow of'

. -

information doctrine with respect to direct broadcasting by satellite.

'Advocates of a less regulated approach to International broadcasting claim

it would'be a mistake to imagine or predict the future solely_ on the basis .

of today'' commnication models and relationships. Although they too

sharelsome concern over the uneven flow,of cannunication in the world, the

United States and the few other governments championing a less restricted

. approach view the possibilityaf an increased and unendumbered flow of.

information as a.potential cure rather than an added nurse to the existing

. situation. In the `direct broadcast satellite, they envision a way.to

overcome traditional distribution barriers which are both costly and sub-
,

ject toinany petty political restrictions. In short, they focus on the

satellites' pOential for lowering political barriers and misunderStanding

rather than on 'their potential for exacerbating them.

The free flow of infOrmatiOn advbcates also emphasize the behe-
A

fithat will accrue,fram a more liberal approach toslirect broadcasting

from space. In a Communications system that would.not be haApered by the

high costs of a terrestrial distribution system, they see a potential for

97
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serving hundreds of-millions of people *ho are currently out of reach of

today's broadcasting networks and isolated frail information that could

potentially help them to improve the quality of the* lives and, at the

-same time, make them feel part of some greater national and/or cultural

entity. The delivery, Of health care to native Alaskan villages and the-.
t

upcoming Indian village delielopment project (SITE) are significant cases

where satellites are being relied upon to overcome traditional impediments.

to'the diffusion of informatign and the development of appropriate rural

change strategies.10 Unfortunately, not much is known yet about the

political consequences of theseprojects, although the SITE project has

already generated considerable dehate in the Indian parliament over the

extent of its reliance on NASA's ATS-IF satellite.

111 addition to claiming that the sovereign right of states posi-

tion was antithetical to the Declaration of Human Rights and other inter-

national covenants toncer4ng the freedom of communication and speech among

peoplias well as to. the legal traditions'a,spedifio countries. (e.g., -$

the First AMendment of the US Constitution), proponents of the free flow

of information doctrine initially viewed any principle regarding prior

consent as "unnecessary and unacceptable": Furthermore, they argued that

to recognize such a principle in the case of'direct broadcast satellites

might jeopardize already exis s of international communication

such asshortwave radio broadcasting d freeze future developments. The

precedent of prior consent was 'object d to most vociferously by the United,

States as an instrument that would Imately curtail the flow Of informa-
.

_tiOn and ideas throughout the w rld: However, when the United States found

itself in complete isolation fo owing a 1972 UN General Assembly vote on

the subject; it initiated a review .f its position which has resulted in

98,
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at least a tacit acceptance of prior consent as a basis for future

le
action.

CONCLUSION,,
. The growing acceptance of the principle of prior consent as a

basis for the development and eventual utilization of direct broadcast

satellites is indicative of-a number of political realities. The debates

in the United Nations and other-forums reveal that countries are no longer,

willing to accept new technologies without first Scrutinizing,their poten-

tial political and.social consequences, along with their technical capa-

bilities. In a worldcof continuing social and political conflict --ia

world in which satellites are still devoted overwhelmingly to goals of

national security and defense -- Third World nations must assess how the

new technology affects their. competitive position with respeet to their

neighbors and the superpowers. The'latter consideration is particularly

crucial because, as argued above, an investment in a cominunication satel-

lite involves not only the, purchase or lease of a program distribution

system, but also certain' concepts about how such a system'willoperate.

Although.Critics.havebnly begun to assess the impact of the "cultural

baggage" that accompanies technological transfers of all kinds, it is

'clear. from the political positions advanced in the UN that in the future

nations will demand, greater control over-all aspects of tie 'communication

technologies they import from abroad.

The advocates of strict international control over direct broad-

cast satellites represeni; wide spectrum of politic.al systems and philo-
,

. sophies. They share the vied, however, that a country's television system

is an important part of its national sovereignty. In their review of the

9 9
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sues involved in direct broadcak satellites, LaSkin and Chayes

-point out that "respect for national sovereignty" is a concept

t can easily became a substitute for analytic thought and/or an easy

fense of the status quo. Yet, the two United States lawyers emphasized

that thesoveteignty principle is based on "a recognitiorlhat all

countries have, by national political decision, worked out their own

arrangements for domestic television to fit their own special Deeds and

siivations."11 Even in those countries with long traditions offree

speech, broadcasting has always been subject to some tort of government

control. Thus, a tighter regime of control over international broadcast:,
dk.

ing mar not, in the long run, represent as great a "conceptual extension"

as the strict free flow of information advocates believe.

The seCond critical political issue in the continuing debate on
*

direct broadcasting by satellite is that of access. Currently, only a

small group of rich countries have the resources to operate direct broad-.

cast satellites. Othenations mus; be Willing to use these satellites

on the terms dictated by the technologically advanced countries or do

without them. It is for this reason that participation' -has been stressed

as a political Variable of increasing importance in the debate before

various UN agencies.' Unless terms can be worked out that do not subjugate

the pooreAountries in their use of the new communication medium, the

resentments are likely to multiply and important opportunities for lowering

same cross,-cultural barilers to communication will be missed, 'The parti-

cipation question'alsa enters into the debate over programming. The

current one-way traffic in international television traffic does not bode

well for the future of direct broadcasting from space. Should the current

traffic pattern simply be transferred to satellites, more of the world's
1
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population would be subjected to the program fare produced and dis6-ibuted

by - relatively small gioups of cdmmercial interests located in the United

States and Western Europe. Mechanisms need to be devised and tested that

allow the smaller countries and those with relatively yoqng broadcasting

systems to upgrade their production capabilities either on their on or ,

in consortia with other,nations. The first goal should be to itermff local

production capability and service within a particular nation, but out of

this approach should also evolve a better means for enhancing the distri-

bution of programs on regional or worldwide bases.

In the final analysis, the central political question surrounding

the future,of direct broadcast, satellites is whether ornot a workable

balance can be achieved` between the demands and controls of national

so ereignty and the desire to spread ideas and information freely through-

out the world. Skeptics feat That the vast potential of a new` global

communications medium'is in danger of being sacrificed to the wishes and

power of a small group of national diplomats and their technical and legal

advisors. .To-Piegel's somewhat caustic eye (1971), the debate has degene-

rated into arguMents as to whether it is'better for the mass media to be

Managed by capitalist profiteers of by dirigist governments in defense of

,the status-quo. 12 Clearly, Other interests and other aspirations will

have to be identified and nurtured if direct broadcasting by satellites
A

is-to escape the relatively ,narrow range of interests that .have been the

beneficiaries of other comaunication media.

Barring any significant.challenge to' a world order dominated by

sovereign states and by leaders more concerned with stability and defense

than with change or the elimination of social inequity, itis'unlikely that
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, .
.- direct broadcasting by satellite, will ever escape the political constraints

.
outlined above. However, short of major political changes oil realignments*

. A

there issmticii mote that could be done to stimulate the growth of direct

broadcascting by satellites .in* directions that, would broaden access and

participation.

4
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